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Editor’s Note and Acknowledgement

editor’s note And 
Acknowledgement

Brencil Kaimba 
Editor-in-chief and Cyber Security 

Consultant, Serianu Limited

We are extremely pleased to publish 
the 1st Edition of Lesotho Cyber 
Security Report. This report contains 
content from a variety of sources and 
covers highly critical topics in cyber 
intelligence, cyber security trends, 
industry risk ranking and Cyber 
security skills gap.  Over the last 6 
years, we have consistently strived to 
demystify the state of Cyber security 
in Africa. In this edition themed 
Africa’s Cyber Security Skills Gap, 
we take a deeper look at the limited 
technical skills, and financial limitations 
impacting many Lesotho organisations. 
Our research is broken down into the 
following key areas:

Top Trends: We analysed incidents 
that occurred in 2017/2018 and 
compiled a list of top trends that had a 
huge impact on the economic and social 
well-being of organisations and Lesotho 
citizens. This section provides an in-
depth analysis of these trends.

Cyber Intelligence: This section 
highlights various Cyber-attacks, 
technical methodologies, tools, 
and tactics that attackers leverage 
to compromise organisations. The 
compromise statistics and indicators 
provided in this section empower 
organisations to develop a proactive 
Cyber security posture and bolster 
overall risk. 

Survey Analysis: This section 
analyses the responses we received 
from Africa and 60 organisations in 
Lesotho. It measures the challenges 
facing Lesotho organisations, including 
low Cyber security budgets and 
inadequate security impact awareness 
that eventually translates to limited 
capabilities to anticipate, detect, respond 
and contain threats.

Skills Gap Analysis: This section 
analyses the key Skills gap challenges 
within Lesotho organisations such as, top 
challenges faced when recruiting skilled 
cybersecurity professionals, length of time 
it takes to fill a cybersecurity role, the 
importance and relevance of certifications 
etc. We analyzed responses from HR 
executives, CIOs and training managers.

Gender Gap Analysis: This section 
analyses the gender gap challenge issues 
within Cybersecurity. Key question 
being, is Cybersecurity failing to attract 
women. Another concept discussed on the 
technical capabilities of women to handle 
tech roles. Are women more “Around” 
tech than “in” tech?

Cost of Cyber Crime Analysis: Here 
we closely examine the cost of Cybercrime 
in Lesotho organisations and in particular, 
to gain a better appreciation of the costs to 
the local economy. We provide an estimate 
of this cost, which includes direct damage 
plus post-attack disruption to the normal 
course of business.

Anatomy of a Cyber Heist: This 
section provides a wealth of intelligence 
about how Cybercriminals operate, 
from reconnaissance, gaining access, 
attacking and covering their tracks. 
This section is tailored to assist Security 
managers identify pain points within the 
organisation.

Cyber-risk Visibility and Exposure 
Quantification Framework (CVEQ 
Framework): Organisations are now 
required to quantify their Cyber risk and 
articulate their Cybersecurity exposures. 
In this section, we highlights metrics that 
organisations need to focus on in order 
to fully quantity, monitor and track their 
Cybersecurity posture and performance.

Demystifying African’s Cyber 
Security Poverty Line  

Achieving Cyber Security Resilience: 
Enhancing Visibility and Increasing 
Awareness  

$3tn Cost of cybercrime

$3.5b Estimated Cost of 
Cybercrime in Africa

$2b Estimated Cost of 
Cybercrime in Africa

2015

2016

2017  

Achieving Enterprise Cyber-resilience
Through Situational Awareness  

Achieving Cyber Security 
Resilience:  

Enhancing Visibility and 
Increasing Awareness

VPM

port

VPM

AFRICA
CYBER SECURITY 
REPORT 

2016 

Demystifying 
Africa’s Cyber 
Security Poverty Line

Botswana
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whAt cAn we leArn from breAches/new threAts thAt hAve emerged? 

Going by our 2018 observations, it is clear that African threats are unique to 
African organisations. Incidences that were widely reported such as malware 
samples, attack vectors including mobile money compromise and SIM Swap 
frauds, are unique to the continent. It is important to note that, since most of 
the attacks are replicated from one organisation to the other, it is important for 
executives in charge of cyber security to share information.

expectAtions for 2019

For as long as the attack tactics remain effective, we anticipate that 2017/2018 
trends will continue in 2019. This is both in-terms of cyber-attacks and cyber 
defense tactics. Organisations will continue to focus on training their users, 
enhancing in-house technical capabilities for Anticipating, Detecting, Responding 
and Containing cyber threats. 

•	 Board members will become 
more proactive and there will be 
a need to streamline Cyber risk 
reporting and quantification. 

•	 Vendors will be expected to 
communicate and show value for 
their services in a quantifiable 
manner.

•	 Attackers will continue to 
engineer unique malware 

•	 Regulators will develop stronger 
cybersecurity policies

•	 Third party firms, such as 
vendors and vulnerable systems, 
will be weak links, forming a 

primary  access compromise 
point that needs to be checked 
thoroughly. 

•	 Malware attacks are expected to 
rise, especially locally developed 
or re-engineered viruses.

•	 We also anticipate other 
industries will rise to the occasion 
and develop their own specific 
cyber security guidelines, just as 
the financial services sector has 
done.  

•	 Since the skills gap is yet to 
narrow, outsourcing will 
continue.  

DID YOU KNOW?

As techNOlOgY cONtINUes 
tO evOlve sO AlsO DO the 
OppOrtUNItIes AND chAlleNges It 
prOvIDes. We Are At A crOssrOADs 
As We mOve frOm A sOcIetY 
AlreADY eNtWINeD WIth the 
INterNet tO the cOmINg Age Of 
AUtOmAtION, BIg DAtA, AND the 
INterNet Of thINgs (IOt).

01
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In an effort to enrich the data we 
are collecting, Serianu continues 
to build corporate relationships 
with like-minded institutions. 
We partnered with The 

Honeynet Project ™ and other global Cyber intelligence 
organisations that share our vision to strengthen the 
continental resilience to cyber threats and attacks. As 
a result, Serianu has a regular pulse feeds on malicious 
activity into and across the continent. Through these 
collaborative efforts and using our Intelligent Analysis 
Engine, we are able to anticipate, detect and identify 
new and emerging threats. The analysis engine enables 

us identify new patterns and trends in the Cyber threat 
sphere that are unique to Lesotho.

Our new Serianu CyberThreat Command Centre (SC3) 
Initiative serves as an excellent platform in our mission to 
improve the state of Cyber security in Africa. It opens up 
collaborative opportunities for Cyber security projects 
in academia, industrial, commercial and government 
institutions.

For details on how to become a partner and how 
your organisation or institution can benefit from 
this initiative, email us at info@serianu.com

Design, Layout and Production: Tonn Kriation

Disclaimer

The views and opinions expressed in this report are those of the authors and do not necessarily reflect the official position of any 
specific organisation or government. 

As new research and experience broaden our understanding, changes in research methods or professional practices, may become 
necessary. Practitioners and researchers should therefore also rely on their own experience and knowledge in evaluating and using 
any information described herein.

For more information contact: 

Serianu Limited  
info@serianu.com  |  www.serianu.com  

Copyright © Serianu Limited, 2018

All rights reserved
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Foreword

foreword
Welcome to the 1st edition of the Lesotho 
Cyber Security Report, with this inaugural 
report we tackle key themes that capture 
the challenges the industry face and what 
needs to be addressed to make progress in 
safeguarding the nation.

The Cyber-threat landscape in Lesotho is 
evolving fast and the looming cybersecurity 
skills gap has become an industry crisis. 
Organisations in Lesotho have little to no 
capacity to match the massive losses being 
recorded across all tiers of the economy, 
efforts to close the skills gap should be 
collaborative and intentional.

Lesotho is blessed with a youthful and 
highly educated population. Training our 
youth on cyber security skill presents a very 
viable opportunity to resolving the youth 
unemployment while at the same time 
securing the country.

Lesotho can take advantage of its youthful 
population to build a strong cyber security 
workforce and become a global player in the 
cyber security space. The formal education 
curriculum will need to be updated to 
include cyber security training starting from 
the high school curriculum all the way to 
university level. Non formal education with 
private sector training and short duration 
certification programs should be explored to 
build a strong cyber security work force for 
the country.

This report highlights the need to raise 
our collective level of training, upgrade 
certification and even more crucial, build the 
new talent pipeline by actively skilling high 
school and technical institution students.

Sunday Adache 
 Managing Partner, 

PKF Lesotho

lesOthO cAN tAKe ADvANtAge Of Its 
YOUthfUl pOpUlAtION tO BUIlD A 
strONg cYBer secUrItY WOrKfOrce 
AND BecOme A glOBAl plAYer IN the 
cYBer secUrItY spAce. 

trAININg OUr YOUth ON cYBer 
secUrItY sKIll preseNts A verY 
vIABle OppOrtUNItY tO resOlvINg 
the YOUth UNemplOYmeNt WhIle 
At the sAme tIme secUrINg the 
cOUNtrY.
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execUtive sUmmAry
Each year, we tackle key themes that 
capture the spirit of core matters 
that the industry needs to address 
to make progress. This time, we are 
highlighting the need to raise our 
collective level of training, upgrade 
certification and even more crucial, 
build the new talent pipeline by 
actively skilling high school and 
technical institution students. 

Just as the sun will rise from the east 
and set in the west daily, the demand 
for cyber security professionals will 
continue to grow, largely driven 
by the degree with which both the 
public and private sectors have 
continued to embrace the use of 
information and communication 
technology (ICT). Even though ICT 
is evolving rapidly and organisational 
leadership is raising the priority 
given to cyber security risk, a lot 
more still needs to be done to 
empower professionals. 

Our take, is that there is a higher 
focus on certification than skills 
acquisition. The first is theoretical; 
the second is gained by practice. 
While certification is highly 
encouraged for formal employment, 
we need to build a pool of 
professionals that have a balance 
with skill in order to strengthen 
the overall capability to deal with 
emerging cyber security threats. 

This report shows that cyber security 
losses have been mounting annually, 
over the past years.     

Serianu has summarized the skill 
needs in three broad categories 
i.e. understanding, attribution and 
deterrence. 

Understanding refers to the need 
to have a broader perspective of 
the events that are happening and 
tools being used, while attribution 
covers pin pointing the perpetrators. 
It is only then that can deterrence 
take place, because by now the 
perpetrators are known. Backed by 
the law, it is then easier to enforce 
regulations. A structured approach 
to assessing and addressing the cyber 
security landscape shows us our 
collective primary areas of focus. 

This way we will begin to actively 
narrow the cyber security skills gap, 
a factor that we have established 
plays an enormous role in the 
whole industry’s need to strengthen 
organisational cyber security. 
Fortunately, the solutions are now 
available locally, integrating modern, 
state- of -the -art facilities for on job 
practical training manned by a pool 
of highly experienced trainers. 

Africa Cyber Security Report - Lesotho
2017/2018

Cyber Security Skills G ap

thIs tIme, We Are hIghlIghtINg 
the NeeD tO rAIse OUr cOllectIve 
level Of trAININg, UpgrADe 
certIfIcAtION AND eveN mOre 
crUcIAl, BUIlD the NeW tAleNt 
pIpelINe BY ActIvelY sKIllINg 
hIgh schOOl AND techNIcAl 
INstItUtION stUDeNts. 

William Makatiani 
CEO, Serianu Limited

Executive Summary
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2018 highlights
Cyber Security Skilled 
Professionals in Lesotho50

90%

25%
$2M

1
2

of Companies to face talent 
shortage of Cybersecurity 
professionals in 2019

Skills shortage at senior management 
and mid management levels

Constraint when 
recruiting 
Cybersecurity 
professionals

Increase in organisational spend in 
cybersecurity in 2017 to 2018

of respondents spend 
above $10000 

cost of cybercrime
in Lesotho in 2018

99%

Fake news is a growing 
concern in Lesotho

Increased Targeted 
Phishing Attacks 

Cyber Crime cases go UNREPORTED 
OR UNRESOLVED

Increased Adoption 
of Cloud

Increased involvement of Board 
members on cybersecurity matters 

Lack of solid experi-
ence / track record

Lack of certi�cations 
(i.e. CISSP, ITIL, etc.)

2018 Highlights
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top trends for 2018
Over 2018 the Serianu Cyber Intelligence team has seen a number of 
trends develop which may impact your organisation’s operations and 
exposure to cyber risk as summarized below:

MALWARE ATTACKS

Malware keeps going from worse 
to worse. In 2018 we encountered 
dangerous malware such as Emotet 
also dubbed (Payments.xls), Trickbot, 
and Zeus Panda. Our research team 
identified unique variants of these 
malwares. Criminals are increasingly 
tweaking malwares and banking 
trojans to better target organisations. 
Global malwares such NSA malware 
and shadow brokers are now being 
deployed in Africa.

A close relative of banking malware 
is crypto mining malware. The rise of 
Bitcoin and other cryptocurrencies 
such as Neo, Etheurium etc. took 
Lesotho by storm. Hackers are placing 
crypto mining software on devices, 
networks, and websites at an alarming 
rate. The impact of these attacks being:

•	 Financial Impact - drives up the 
electric bill. 

•	 Performance Impact: slows 
down machines.

•	 Maintenance Impact: 
Detrimental to the hardware as 
the machines can burn out or run 
more slowly.

From our survey, crypto miners 
are targeting popular Lesotho 
manufacturing, educational and 
financial institutions, installing these 
crypto miners on core servers and user 
endpoints. 

In order to prevent such exploitation 
it is critical that enterprises employ a 
multi-layered cybersecurity strategy 
that protects against both established 
malware cyber-attacks and brand new 
threats.

CYBER SECURITY 
SKILL GAP 

One of the major trends pointed 
out last year was the lack of local 
cybersecurity skillsets in Lesotho 
organisations. With the cost of 
cybercrime increasing every year 
across Lesotho, this is still a challenge 
to the nation. 

From our analysis, we identified 
this skill gap comes from two major 
sources. Few skillsets in the nation 
and an inability for companies to 
have a proper cybersecurity team 
and strategy. With the number of 
SMEs and large organisations in the 
country facing cyber security threats, 
compared to the number of certified 
security professionals in Lesotho - 50 
it is clear that Lesotho businesses 
are an easy target for both local and 
international hackers. Some companies 
in Lesotho who hire security skillsets 
fail to understand the strength of 
the skillsets hence confer all roles to 
an individual. For example, an IT 
administrator with little or no training 
on security is conferred the role of 
the security engineer in an application 
development company.

DID YOU KNOW?

emOtet Is 
zz A BANKINg trOJAN 
zz evADes tYpIcAl sIgNAtUre-BAseD 

DetectION
zz spreADs thrOUgh emAIls Or lINKs

 
emOtet INfectIONs hAve cOst stAte, 
lOcAl, trIBAl, AND terrItOrIAl (sltt) 
gOverNmeNts Up tO $1 mIllION per 
INcIDeNt tO remeDIAte.

Us-cert

01

Top Trends for 2018

Cyber Security Skilled 
Professionals in

Lesotho

50
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DID YOU KNOW?

3rD pArtY ApI INtegrAtION servIce 
prOvIDers Are A lUcrAtIve tArget 
fOr hAcKers DUe tO the vAst 
AmOUNt Of trANsActION AND DAtA 
theY prOcess.

02

WheN A cOmpANY gIves 3rD 
pArtIes Access tO Its DAtA 
AND seNsItIve INfOrmAtION, 
the cOmpANY Is stIll 
respONsIBle  AND legAllY 
lIABle fOr thAt INfOrmAtION.

mArgAret NDUNgU, rIsK 
cONsUltANt

Top Trends for 2018

Our analysis also discovered that 
Lesotho companies are reluctant 
to develop the skillsets of their 
security team through frequent 
trainings and certifications. This 
is due to the fact that information 
security is information security is 
still seen as an expense rather than a 
return on investment. This is where 
organisations fail to understand 
that their team’s posture should 
be proactive against constant and 
evolving new threats.

Third Party Exposure

Outsourcing enables organisations to 
focus on their core business. However, 
this relationship is often based on 
Service Level Agreements and TRUST. 
However, that third party trust must 
be earned. Examples of third party 
vulnerabilities include: 

•	 Compromise of vendor accounts 
through key loggers

•	 Collusion of vendor staff and 
malicious hackers

•	 Intentional system compromise 
by vendors (deletion of database, 
turning off CCTV, firewall 
misconfiguration etc)

How to reduce exposure?

•	 Maintain primary control over 
who has access, and at what level, 
to network systems (especially 
production systems).

•	 Monitor vendor access 
(especially remote access) within 
the network 24/7.

•	 Get your own house in order by 
ensuring that physical, internal 
and operational security controls 
are in place to secure data that 
may be accessed by external 
vendors.

BRING YOUR OWN 
DEVICES (BYOD)

With the changing trends in the use of 
technology, most people are always 
online. Devices such as personal 
mobile phones, tablets and laptops 
inevitably find themselves connected 
to the an organisation’s network. 
These devices have become the 
weakest link and one such infected 
device, could spread malware across 
the organisation’s internal network, 
cause losses worth millions in finances 
and data.

FAKE NEWS 

The near instantaneous spread of 
digital information means that some 
of the costs of misinformation may 
be hard to reverse and difficult 
to respond to, especially when 
confidence and trust are undermined. 
WhatsApp is seen as the most used 
platform to disseminate fake news.

instAnce of fAke news

  1

In 2017, photos of children who got sick 
with measle symptoms shortly after being 
vaccinated by the government spread 
across various social media platforms. 
Health minister however labeled these 
to be propaganda antics employed only 
because Lesotho was headed for elections.

The real impact of the growing interest 
in fake news has been the realization 
that the public might not be well-
equipped to tell the difference between 
true and fake information.
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Modern technology gives fraudsters 
the fuel and platforms to instantly 
access millions of people.

The tech industry can and must do 
better to ensure the internet meets 
its potential to support individuals’ 
wellbeing and social good. It should 
use its intelligent algorithms and 
human expertise to glean and 
clean out such information as it is 
uploaded.

Top Trends for 2018

DID YOU KNOW?

IN 2018,  At leAst 17 cOUNtrIes 
ApprOveD Or prOpOseD lAWs thAt 
WOUlD restrIct ONlINe meDIA 
IN the NAme Of fIghtINg “fAKe 
NeWs” AND ONlINe mANIpUlAtION.

freeDOmhOUse.Org

03

“stUDIes hAve shOWN thAt Over 
90% Of the meDIA’s cOverAge Of 
presIDeNt trUmp Is NegAtIve.” 
A DIrect cONseQUeNce Of fAKe 
NeWs
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sUb sAhArAn AfricA it secUrity 
lAndscApe And trends 2018-2019

indUstry plAyer perspective

secUrity oUtlook 2019

zz Breaches will continue to outpace spend. 
zz threats will evolve faster than enterprise security.
zz security spending will be frequently misaligned with business needs and unrealistic risk mitigation
zz security awareness and skills remain a significant challenge across all organisations
zz Increased adoption of cloud based security solutions and security managed services
zz emerging technologies will be disproportionately vulnerable and targeted
zz early uptake of advanced security solutions such as artificial intelligence security tools for behavioral analytics

cio perspectives of it spending And focUs

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

Cyber security and privacy technologies
Mobile technologies for customer engagement

Data aggrega�on and analy�cs tools
System/applica�on intergra�on technologies

Internet of Things
Socially enabled business processes

Cloud compu�ng
Cogni�ve technologies / AI

Wearable compu�ng
Robo�cs

3D Prin�ng

High Moderate Low

soUrce 1: idc

According to IDc’s annual cIO survey 2018, cyber security and privacy technologies rank the highest in importance for organisations looking at digital 
transformation.

various Dx technologies are hotspots for (in) security:
zz cloud (spectre/meltdown)
zz Iot (auth/poisoning/Dos)
zz AI/cognitive (subversion/Dos)
zz shadow It (leakage/authentication/Bc)
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chAllenges in mAnAging secUrity

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60%

Lack of sufficient IT security budgets
Keeping abreast of threats

Shortage of skilled IT security personnel
Lack of employee adherence to policy

Lack of mature security policies
Keeping abreast of security technologies and solu�ons

Lack of execu�ve management support
Compliance with industry or sector regula�ons

Lack of, or out-of-date security policy
Compliance with government regula�ons

Lack of overall security strategy for the organiza�on
Lack of quality security services providers

soUrce 2: idc

secUrity As A service spending

$

2015 2016

Kenya Nigeria South Africa

2017 2018 2019 2020 2021

$5
$10
$15
$20
$25

Security as a Service Spending 2015-2021 (US$ millions)

soUrce 3: idc

zz lesotho has a growing service-oriented view of It management, from 
outsourcing to contract support, and security is now an established 
part of that. still some way to go to acceptance and maturity, but the 
market is picking up.

zz In Nigeria, it’s mainly continuity-based (backup, Dr, Bc) except 
for large enterprises, where there’s a more holistic security view, 
especially in mNcs. endpoint security as a service is making decent 
progress too.

zz rsA has a mature security-as-a-service market, plenty of service 
providers including some exporting skills internationally. still heavily 
skewed towards the top organisations though, especially in BfsI and 
healthcare - for the mid-market and down it’s still a grudge or post-
incident engagement.

zz In all these markets, there’s a fairly clear sense that end-user 
organisations can’t effectively keep up with cutting edge security. 
You either do the basics and hope the worst doesn’t happen, or you 
outsource some of it. so the tAm ceiling for security as a service is 
really about awareness, not need.

Communicator

People 
Manager

Expert on Security

Trusted Advisor

Always Informed

New Age CISO

Essen�al Guidance

Industry Player Perspective
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Industry Player Perspective

ABOUt IDc
INterNAtIONAl DAtA cOrpOrAtION 
(IDc) Is the premIer glOBAl 
prOvIDer Of mArKet INtellIgeNce, 
ADvIsOrY servIces, AND eveNts 
fOr the INfOrmAtION techNOlOgY, 
telecOmmUNIcAtIONs, AND cONsUmer 
techNOlOgY mArKets. WIth mOre 
thAN 1,100 ANAlYsts WOrlDWIDe, 
IDc Offers glOBAl, regIONAl, AND 
lOcAl expertIse ON techNOlOgY AND 
INDUstrY OppOrtUNItIes AND treNDs 
IN Over 110 cOUNtrIes.

IDc hAs BeeN preseNt IN AfrIcA 
sINce 1999 AND serves the 
cONtINeNt thrOUgh A NetWOrK Of 
OffIces IN JOhANNesBUrg, NAIrOBI, 
lAgOs, AND cAIrO, cOmBININg 
lOcAl INsIghts WIth INterNAtIONAl 
perspectIves tO prOvIDe It veNDOrs, 
chANNel pArtNers, telcOs, AND 
eND-User OrgANIsAtIONs WIth A 
cOmpreheNsIve UNDerstANDINg Of 
the DYNAmIc mArKets thAt mAKe Up 
thIs DIverse regION.

gIveN 
IDc’s 
respecteD 
stANDINg 
IN the 
mArKet, We hAve AlsO estABlIsheD 
clOse WOrKINg relAtIONshIps WIth 
gOverNmeNts thrOUghOUt AfrIcA, 
prOvIDINg them WIth IN-Depth 
cONsUltANcY servIces DesIgNeD 
tO INfOrm A NeW geNerAtION Of 
techNOlOgY pOlIcIes, strAtegIes, 
AND regUlAtIONs fOr the DIgItAl 
erA.

As AfrIcA’s DIgItAl trANsfOrmAtION 
NArrAtIve cONtINUes tO evOlve, IDc 
Is perfectlY pOsItIONeD tO help It 
veNDOrs, servIce prOvIDers, AND 
chANNel pArtNers BUIlD lONg-term 
pArtNershIps, DelIver lAstINg 
BUsINess vAlUe, AND prOvIDe the 
lOcAl cONtext reQUIreD tO eNABle 
sUccess.

YOU cAN fOllOW IDc sUB-sAhArAN AfrIcA ON tWItter At @IDc_ssA.
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sUrvey AnAlysis
The 2018 Cybersecurity Survey provides insight into what Lesotho 
organisations are doing to protect their information and assets, in light 
of increasing cyber-attacks and compromises impacting them. 
Based on the feedback from over 150 IT and security professionals, an analysis of the findings yielded a few notable 
themes, which are explored in greater detail in this report and highlights are summarized below:

respondents profile

indUstries sUrveyed

To ensure that the results of our survey and research provide a nationwide representation of the state of Cybersecurity we 
interviewed and questioned several people across a broad spectrum of industries.

0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35

Insurance

Healthcare Services

Professional Services

Private Sector

Telecommunication

Banking

Financial Services

Government 23%
10%

3%
10%

27%
27%

5%
2%

%

100
IT & Security Professionals

respondents

grAph 1: indUstries sUrveyed.

Survey Analysis
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byod, cloUd And iot 

Getting more for less and saving costs are just few of the key motivators and driving forces for Lesotho businesses. The 
Bring Your Own Device, Cloud computing and IoT era has redefined this notion within modern corporate landscape. 

We asked our respondents whether or not they utilize these systems:

Does your organisation 
allow the use of Bring 
Your Own Devices 
(BYODs)? 

63%
YES

Does your organization 
allow/utilize Cloud 
Services or Internet of 
Things Tech

CHART 2: CLOUD SERVICES/ IOT USAGE.

CHART 1: BYOD USAGE.

37%
NO

70%
YES

30%
NO

The global BYOD and Enterprise Mobility market is expected to 
double from $35bn in 2016 to $73bn in 2021 according to Miranex 
research, while the global cloud computing market is expected to 
cross $1 Trillion by 2024, according to Market Research Media. There 
are more people working on laptops and mobile devices such as 
tablets and smartphones the main reasons for this adoption are:

•	 IT managers value the increased personal productivity that 
comes with BYOD

•	 General users:- with remote working becoming increasingly 
popular, more workers require the flexibility of working outside 
the office and outside of the normal working hours.

the glOBAl clOUD cOmpUtINg 
mArKet Is expecteD tO crOss 
$1 trIllION BY 2024.

mArKet reseArch meDIA

Survey Analysis
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byod, cloUd policies

Organisations may be quick to use devices such as tablets, IPads and smart mobile phones as attractive perks or even 
transfer some of the device costs to their employees. However, the management of these devices has still not been 
prioritized. We asked our respondents whether or not they have a policy or framework to guide on usage of these 
technologies:

Does your organisation 
have a best practice 
policy for BYOD? 32%

YES

Does your organization 
have a best practice 
policy for IoT and Cloud 
Services?

CHART 4: IOT AND CLOUD SERVICES BEST PRACTICE

CHART 3: BYOD POLICY

68%
NO

25%
YES

75%
NO

BYOD/IoT present the following challenges:

•	 Widespread adoption of BYOD reduced 
standardization and increased complexity 

•	 Integration concerns particularly with existing 
infrastructures, device support, and increased 
exposure to a variety of information security 
hazards

Key challenges in integrating data sources

•	 Limited capabilities for real-time data integration
•	 Ever-growing volume of data
•	 Increasing data complexity and formats
•	 Changing security requirements

Without a proper framework to provide guidance on 
the use of these technologies, organisations run the 
risk of Cyberattacks. 

DID YOU KNOW?

AttAcKers Are tAKINg ADvANtAge 
Of the INcreAseD Use AND lAcK 
Of mONItOrINg Of persONAl 
DevIces WIthIN OrgANIsAtIONs tO 
INtrODUce rOgUe DevIces thAt 
Are theN UseD tO cOmprOmIse the 
NetWOrK.

04recommendAtions

•	 Mission critical 
devices that rely 
on a standard PC 
platform should not 
be attached to a WAN 
unless absolutely 
necessary and need to 
be safeguarded from 
access by non-critical 
personnel.

•	 Always patch IoT 
devices with the latest 
software and firmware 
updates to mitigate 
vulnerabilities.

Survey Analysis
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cyber crime

The explosion of online fraud and cyber-crime affected almost 70% of all our respondents, mostly because of the roles 
they play in their organisations. This means majority of attackers are targeting organisations and people working for these 
organisations. 

hAve yoU been A victim of Any cybercriminAl Activity in the lAst 5 yeArs?

Have you been a victim 
of any cybercriminal 
activity in the last 5 
years? In what capacity?

70%
WORK

30%
PERSONAL

CHART 7: CYBER CRIME VICTIMS.

why yoU Are A tArget

Who Why How

HR Managers Have direct access to payroll 
systems and information

Social Engineering

Board Have access to sensitive 
information such company 
strategy, bank approvals and audit 
reports

Phishing e-mails

System 
Administrators

Custodians of credentials to critical 
infrastructure

Use of Keyloggers 
Network sniffing

Finance Executives Have authority to process 
payments

Phishing e-mails

ON AverAge, OrgANIsAtIONs 
vIctImIzeD BY ceO frAUD AttAcKs 
lOse BetWeeN $25,000 AND 
$75,000. 

fBI Alert 2016

Survey Analysis
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impAct of cyber crime

We asked the respondents to state the impacts experienced after the cyber attack. The biggest impact affecting both 
corporates and individuals was loss of money. It was interesting to note that inconvenience and psychological harm had a 
greater impact on individuals.

19%

29% 26%

14%

37%

7%

29%

21%

For corporate organizations For individuals

0

5

10

15

20

25

30

35

40

Psychological HarmInconvenienceReputation DamageDowntimeLoss of Money

19%

11%

grAph 2: impActs of cybercrime: corporAte vs individUAls.

This presents one conclusion that majority of attacks 
in Africa are motivated by financial gain – suggesting 
reasons why financial institutions, Saccos and 
organisations that deal primarily with transaction 
processing are primary targets for the Cyber-attacks.

Survey Analysis
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reporting of cyber crime

Internet-related crime, like any other crime, should be reported to appropriate law enforcement or investigative 
authorities. Citizens who are aware of cyber crimes should report them to local offices of cyber law enforcement.

if yoU hAve been A victim of cybercrime, whAt Action followed?

0% 0%
6%

0

10

20

30

40

50

60

70

80

90

Did not report to 
the police

Reported to the police, who 
followed it up to successful 
prosecution

Reported to the police, who 
followed it up but no 
successful prosecution

Reported to the police with 
no further action

Did not know how to report 
to the police

6%

88%

grAph 3: reporting of cybercrime .

•	 Up to 94% of Cyber related cased either go 
unreported or unresolved.

•	 This can be attributed to the low awareness levels 
within the public and law enforcement.

Survey Analysis
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cyber secUrity spending

Organisations are now investing more to achieve cybersecurity 
resilience. From our analysis in 2017/18, 99% of respondents invested 
less than $5,000 on cyber security during the year. 

Further analysis also revealed that majority of organisations which 
spend USD 5,000+ are from the Banking and Financial sectors. 

This is not surprising since these industries are the most targeted.

Survey Analysis

50%

0%

25%

25%

0%

% 0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 50

$ 0

$ 5000-10000

$ 1001-5000

$ 10000+

$ 1-1000

grAph 4: cybersecUrity spend.

mAnAging cyber secUrity

66% of organisations manage their cyber security inhouse while 34% have oursourced these services to an external party 
(MSSP or ISP). More companies are now developing inhouse capabilities to manage cyber security, this is the case with 
banking, saccos and financial institutions. 
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how is yoUr  orgAnisAtion’s cyber secUrity mAnAged?

33%

33%

20%

14%

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80

By ISP

Outsourced to independent
specialist or organisation

Inhouse Cert

Inhouse by someone
incharge of policies

grAph 5: cybersecUrity mAnAgement.

cyber secUrity testing techniqUes

Security testing is a process performed to reveal flaws in security mechanisms and find the vulnerabilities or weaknesses 
in the environment. Recent security breaches of systems underscore the importance of ensuring that your security testing 
efforts are up to date.  From the survey, 15% perform Penetration testing while 41% perform Audits and 36% perfom 
Vulnerability assessments. . All these testing techniques are not independent and in fact work best when they are applied 
concurrently. 

which of the following secUrity testing techniqUes does yoUr orgAnisAtion Use?

41%

15%

36%

8%

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70

All the above

Vulnerability Assessment

Penetration Testing

Audits

grAph 6: secUrity testing techniqUes. 

Survey Analysis

Despite these statistics, fixing identified 
gaps was found to be a major challenge 
for organisations. On average, businesses 
took between 100 to 120 days to 
fix an established vulnerability. Yet, 
a vulnerability is most likely to be 
exploited in the first 60 days of its release 
— and 90% likely to be successful.
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cyber secUrity AwAreness

The level of awareness in Lesotho  is still low with 37% of organisations not having an established cyber security training 
program.Most organisations (43%)are also still very reactive when it comes to cyber security training, these organisations 
train their staff only when there is an incident/problem. This is worrying considering 50% of all cyber attacks reported 
in the survey was through work. On the other hand, it is  important to point out that 20% of respondents reported to 
have a regular training program in place. The importance regular security training for employees cannot therefore be over 
emphasised.

how often Are stAff trAined on cybersecUrity risks?

0%

37%

2%

43%

18%
0 10 20 30 40 50

Yearly

Only if there
is a Problem

Monthly

Never

Weekly

grAph 7: stAff trAining.

Survey Analysis

the slOW respONse pArtIcUlArlY 
BY the It teAms DUe tO lArge 
vOlUme Of vUlNerABIlItIes AND 
lImIteD cYBersecUrItY sKIlls  
leAves A lOt Of OrgANIsAtIONs 
vUlNerABle tO cYBer AttAcKs.
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sUndAy AdAche

managing partner, pKf lesotho

kindly highlight some of the top cyber secUrity 
issUes of 2017 And how these issUes impActed yoU 
personAlly, yoUr orgAnizAtion or coUntry?

the most prevalent cyberattack known to me in lesotho is 
email hacking, in most instances, when emails are hacked, 
the hackers use their victim’s email to send fraudulent 
mails to the contacts of the victim. the fraudsters use it to 
send messages with intention to defraud. this has resulted 
in financial losses. 

do yoU think fAke news is A mAjor problem in yoUr 
coUntry/AfricA? if yes, who shoUld be responsible 
for controlling the creAtion And distribUtion of 
fAke news (government, end Users, telcos/isps or 
content owners)?

fake news is a big problem as it induces people to act or 
react on a wrong premise. When people become vulnerable 
to fake news, they tend to doubt even true information. 
this destroys the positive essence of information on various 
issues. the dominant intentional generation of fake news 
usually intends to gain advantage, blackmailing of political 
opponents, business competition and even merely deriving 
joy in causing panic in the society.

shoUld regUlAtors force inflUentiAl plAtforms like 
google And fAcebook to remove fAke news And other 
extreme forms of content from their plAtforms?

Yes, this is very essential and urgent if news through these 
platforms will maintain relevance. And most importantly, 
they should not allow these channels to be taken over and 
used for criminal activities. 

whAt cAn be done to improve the generAl User 
AwAreness on the detection of fAke news in the 
coUntry?

the means of detecting fake news is through education on 
the characteristics of fake news. secondly by publication 
to the general public of any fake news identified so that 
the society can be aware. It might also be helpful to create 
a communication channel for individuals to clear the 
authenticity of any information which they suspect might 
be fake. 

mAny governments in AfricA Are investing in 
e-services (e-government, e-voting, e-tAx systems 
And mAny other portAls.)  do yoU think the AfricAn 

citizenry is reAdy to consUme And Utilize these 
systems withoUt the worry of privAcy, secUrity And 
frAUd?

the e-services investments are a necessity as it brings 
efficiency of service delivery. the migration to e-services 
is imperative in view of very poor service delivery by the 
average public servant across Africa. It is my opinion 
that e-services complements efforts by governments to 
combat fraud, security challenges since the world over has 
shifted to information technology applications and it is not 
possible for Africa to operate in isolation. 

however, African governments need to invest in education 
and improvement in standards of living before the 
e-services investment can offer optimum results.  

whAt Are some of the risks we fAce with the 
introdUction of government driven e-services And 
do yoU hAve Any exAmples of these cAses in yoUr 
coUntry?

With introduction of government e-services we might be 
faced with declining quality of service delivery. An instance 
in our country relates to company registration and on-line 
visa application. We have had instances of delays without 
an opportunity to contact someone for follow up. It is a 
dilemma when applications are submitted and there is no 
response without having a channel of obtaining an update. 
Also, with the level of internet resource reliability, it might 
be an irrecoverable disaster in the event of a system crash. 
Disaster recovery and backups are not reliable in some of 
the systems. 

In 2017, we had several cases of cyber security attacks 
including ransomware attacks across the world– were you 
impacted by these attacks?

I am not aware of such attacks in lesotho. 

If yes, how did you (company or country) respond to these 
cases?

considering the shortAge of skilled resoUrces in 
AfricA, how cAn we limit the impAct of rAnsomwAre 
cAses?

the best strategy for Africa is education and more 
professional practice development. 

do yoU think orgAnizAtions Are spending enoUgh 
money on combAting cyber-crime?

In lesotho, organizations are not spending and are not 
ready to spend money on combating cyber-crime. may be 
due to limited attack incidences in lesotho. 

whAt cAn be done to encoUrAge more spending on 
cyber secUrity issUes?

creating more awareness on cyber-risks, the government 
setting up opportunities and creation of enhanced internet 
services.

Based on our research the Africa cyber security market 
will be worth UsD2 billion dollars by 2020. Despite this 
opportunity, Africa has not produced a single commercially 
viable cyber security product/solution.

in yoUr opinion, whAt shoUld AfricAn coUntries/
Universities focUs on to encoUrAge innovAtion in the 
development of cyber secUrity solUtions?

general enhancement of studies in innovation, creation 
of an enabling environment which should include funding 
of research and development, refund of research and 
development costs for successful innovative discoveries, 
granting of tax incentive for r&D projects, licensing of 
intellectual property and funding commercialization of 
successful inventions.

· What role can the private sector and consumers of 
imported cyber security products play to ensure we can 
encourage local players to start developing African grown 
cyber security products/solutions or even services?

consumers and professionals should be motivated to 
patronize local products. the government could also 
subsidize the local products. 

in yoUr opinion And from An AfricAn context, whAt 
Are the top 2018 cyber secUrity priorities for AfricAn 
coUntries And orgAnizAtions?

zz Initiation of a cybersecurity continental body;

zz regulation of the industry

zz giving legislative mandate for minimum industry standards.

zz Improvement of inter-continental connectivity

zz reduction in internet costs etc.

indUstry plAyer perspective
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the challenge to attract and retain skilled talent 
is arguably an age-old problem. One that probably 
has hundreds of books written about it as well as 
countless hours in formal training or conference 
sessions to understand. In stating so, it is 
therefore apparent that this is not a new challenge 
and there is no single perfect solution to resolve it. 

that there is no single solution therefore presents 
the best chance to effectively manage it. In 
that there are probably several suggestions and 
recommendations that one can employ in finding 
what best works for your organisation. 

Addressing the skills gap in cyber security in our 
region will require certain key fundamentals. 

zz Attract and hire the right candidate.
zz provide a challenging and interesting 

environment to keep them engaged and 
performing at a high level – retention. 

zz Willingness and ability to let go when the 
moment is right for separation. 

I will discuss these concepts in brief.  

1. Attract the right candidate. 

this is a fundamental step that requires some 
critical thinking in developing the Job Description 
used to advertise and hire as well as measure the 
fulfilment of the position. 

a. What is the critical function of the 
role? What should the incumbent do 
on a daily, weekly and monthly basis. 
What is most important function that 
will be addressed in it? Is it technical 
e.g. configuring a firewall or an IDs or 
will the person need to lead in policy 
design and implementation. 

b. temperament of the ideal candidate. 
this seeks to understand what attitude 
and personality that would deliver 
effectively on the role. A technical 
person would need to show a desire 
to constantly sharpen these skills to 
keep pace with the ever-changing 
technology. A risk manager on the 
other hand may require strong 
analytical as well as technical writing 
skills in order to effectively advice the 
business on emerging risks.  

c. Interest and challenge for a 
prospective respondent. A technical 
job can be arduous and consume long 
hours. It’s imperative to show to a 
prospective candidate that the role will 
hold their interest as well as present 
new challenges that require unique 
and timely resolutions. 

2. total compensation and benefits package. 

In any given job we all expect to get paid. the 
difference comes down to an understanding of 
what a candidate believes they deserve and how 
the organisation measures up to that standard. 
A few may be lucky to get paid more than they 
anticipated while some may feel disgruntled in 
receiving far lower than they expected. salary 
pay at the end of the month should however only 
make up one component of the total compensation 
package. there a number of considerations here in 
attracting and retaining the right candidate.  

a. right pay as measured by industry 
standard. this can be hard to establish 
particularly in a unique field like cyber 
security. It is imperative however that 
organisation seeks to learn what other 
organisations like them are paying and 

ensure that the match or exceed it 
where possible. 

b. Bonus and/or employee stock 
options. Bonuses and stock options 
offer an extension of the base 
pay. In it, an organisation provides 
additional payment dependent on the 
performance of both the individual 
and the company and as all do well 
additional monies can be paid out. 
I find this to be a motivator for an 
individual to not only do their job, 
but also gain an understanding of the 
business model being executed and 
how they contribute to it. Done well, 
the bonus pay-out as well as stock 
options endears the individual to the 
organisation. 

c. Other financial compensation - health 
insurance, retirement planning. An 
organisation needs to show an interest 
and investment in the well-being 
of their people. the human body 
occasionally breaks down and may 
require medical attention to recover. 
A well-designed wellness program that 
includes medical insurance coverage 
including dental and vision goes a long 
way in showing this. Building in sick 
days separate from leave days that an 
individual can use during an illness 
shows this as well. As we get older and 
not able to work as well there needs to 
be a plan for retirement that is partial 
sponsored by employers. 

joseph mAthenge

chief Operations Officer, serianu limited

indUstry plAyer perspective

Addressing cyber secUrity skills gAp 
in the enterprise environment
“WheN YOU Were mADe A leADer, YOU WereN’t gIveN A crOWN, YOU Were gIveN 
the respONsIBIlItY tO BrINg OUt the Best IN Others.” – JAcK Welch
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Industry Player Perspective

3. retain the talent. 

retention of cyber security skilled personnel is 
a skill on its own. It is a difficult task to find and 
train these skills and as such an organisation 
needs to invest in retaining them.

a. recognize and reward performance. 
In the section above, we delved into 
financial compensation as a tool to 
attract candidates. In retaining them 
we take this further in finding non-
monetary methods to recognize and 
reward performance. everyone likes 
to be appreciated and it occurring 
at the work place is very rewarding. 
Organisations need to build in 
rewards such as discretionary leave 
days, a night out for dinner or to the 
movies or even company retreats to 
add avenues to reward performances.

b. b.Opportunity for career growth. We 
spend a significant time of our days 
at the work place. We must then be 
able to see a path of growth that 
creates a motivation beyond the 

financial benefits of a job. skilled 
talent with opportunity and career 
growth path within the organisation 
will tend to remain steady as 
they work their way through the 
organisation structure. You must show 
a career growth path and also show 
how one can fairly work towards it 
and achieve it. 

c. technical training and conferences. 
cyber security is a dynamic field. 
the most skilled individuals spend 
time and resources to keep up with 
the field. As an organisation, it is 
imperative that we participate in 
this upskilling in both encouraging 
individuals to seek it as well as 
promoting it by sponsoring some 
technical training and attendance of 
security conferences. In challenging 
individuals learn a new skill every 
year as well as encouraging them 
to attend conferences where they 
can meet and network with other 
professionals is key in retaining them. 

4. be willing to let go. 

We have argued extensively about encouraging 
self-development and career growth. this can 
be a double edge sword as the more skilled 
an individual becomes the more attractive to 
others and risks the valuable employee in getting 
‘poached’. this is okay. Work very hard to both 
attract and retain the talent in offering a unique 
work environment but be able to let go. It’s 
important that we allow the individual to explore 
and exploit their potential including pursuit of 
opportunities outside of the organisation. 

In conclusion, managing skilled talent requires 
deliberate action. finding the right candidate 
that possess the skills to perform the task at 
hand and ensuring that you do everything to 
retain them. But perhaps most importantly in all 
this is to inspire and create the environment that 
brings out the very best in them.  

Industry Player Perspective
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cost of cybercrime in lesotho
2018 analysis of Cost of Cybercrime is based on our assessments, 
focusing on reported annual cybersecurity budgets, incidents of 
cybercrime, our insider knowledge when handling cases of cybercrime 
and estimates.

Banking

Hospitality 
and Retail

Public Sector

MOST AFFECTED INDUSTRIES

1

3

4

Others5

2

Direct Cost 
$0.6m

Indirect Costs 
$1.4m

$2m

Cost of Cybercrime
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reported And non-reported cost of cybercrime

Over 90% of Cybercrime cases go unreported. As such, we undertook to provide an approximate value of the overall cost 
of Cybercrime. This analysis decomposes the cost based on these 2 categories:

direct costs
•	 Costs as a consequence of cybercrime, such as direct loss of money and confidential records
•	 Costs in response to cybercrime, such as compensation payments to victims and fines paid to regulatory bodies;

indirect costs
•	 Costs in anticipation of cybercrime, such as antivirus software, insurance and compliance;
•	 Costs as a consequence of cybercrime such as reputational damage to firms, loss of confidence in cyber transactions 

by individuals and businesses, reduced public-sector revenues and the growth of the underground economy. indirect 
costs such as weakened competitiveness as a result of intellectual property compromise;

INDIRECT COSTS Estimated Indirect 
Cost (USD) Technologies Process People

Financial Services 
(Banking, Insurance, 

Saccos and MFI)  

436,270.00 •	 SIEM
•	 Network Access Controls
•	 IPS/IDS
•	 Active Directory
•	 Vulnerability Management
•	 Solutions
•	 PAM
•	 Antivirus
•	 HIDS
•	 Proxy
•	 WAF
•	 Load Balancer

•	 Penetration Testing

•	 Audit

•	 Forensic Investigations

•	 Risk Assessment

•	 Compliance Review

•	 Post-Implementation

•	 Review

•	 BCP/DR Testing and

•	 Review

•	 General Awareness 
Training

•	 Technical Training

•	 Board Training

•	 Business Managers

•	 Training

Government and 
Public Sector (Utilities)

404,400.00

Service Providers 
(Telcos, Fin-tech, and 

Financial apps) 

325,430.00

Manufacturing, 
Healthcare, Hospitality 

and Retail 

47,460.00

Others 186,440.00 

Total Indirect Cost is $1.4m

DIRECT COSTS Estimated Direct Cost (USD) Activities

Financial Services (Banking, Insurance, Saccos and MFI)  189,830.00 •	 Data Hijacking (ransomware 
attack)

•	 Money Lost
•	 Fines from Regulators
•	 Law Suits
•	 Claims and Cyber Insurance
•	 Forensic Investigations

Government and Public Sector (Utilities) 172,880.00

Service Providers (Telcos, Fin-tech, Betting, Financial apps) 135,600.00

Manufacturing, Healthcare, Hospitality and Retail 20,340.00 

Others 81,350.00

Direct Costs is $0.6m

Cost of Cybercrime
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indUstry plAyer perspective

kindly highlight some of the top cyber 
secUrity issUes of 2017 And how these issUes 
impActed yoU personAlly, yoUr orgAnisAtion 
or coUntry?

a. high Impact cyberattacks:
On may 12, 2017, the world was stunned by an 
unprecedented global ransomware attack dubbed Wannacry 
that infected more than 200,000 computers in 150-plus 
countries. this attack severely impacted the UK, but the 
ripple effects were felt especially worldwide. the mmI group 
ItIl policy had to be reviewed in answer to the sudden risk 
as well as user training interventions to combat phishing 
campaigns.

b. Wikileaks cIA vault 7:
On march 7, Wikileaks published a data trove containing 
8,761 documents allegedly stolen from the cIA that 
contained extensive documentation of alleged spying 
operations and hacking tools. revelations included iOs and 
Android vulnerabilities, bugs in Windows, and the ability to 
turn some smart tvs into listening devices. the effects of 
this while felt in America, shed light on the weaknesses in 
core operating systems and may have spurred microsoft’s 
aggressive shift to windows 10 and system fixes using 
patches. this unfortunately has translated into increasing 
bandwidth usage, leading to slower business system 
responses for country operations.

c. makhaola Qalo government leaks:
similar to the emails that were hailed as the ones that 
created the loss of hillary clinton’s presidency in the 
UsA, lesotho had a similar data breach over the internet. 
A facebook user account makhaola Qalo was responsible 
for the spreading of government of lesotho classified 
information which we are not sure ended in this country. 
similarly in 2018, it was found that suggestive mass 
manipulation (cambridge Analytica saga) could be 
responsible for the victory and subsequent presidency of 
the 45th president of the UsA.

d. Data fraud from Within:
As an insurance firm, there is always a risk of internal 
system breaches in the spirit of committing fraud. 2017 was 
no exception as the company was among those targeted by 
fake identity documents that were stolen and reproduced 
from home Affairs.

do yoU think fAke news is A mAjor problem in 
yoUr coUntry/AfricA? · if yes, who shoUld be 
responsible for controlling the creAtion And 
distribUtion of fAke news (government, end 
Users, telcos/isps or content owners)?

fake news is an increasing problem in lesotho and the 
rest of Africa. fake news is normally promulgated during 
electoral campaigns to sway the opinion of the masses. 
Unfortunately, a post on a social media platform is not 
peer reviewed and cannot be verified as true or false upon 
posting. It becomes an incredible feat for providers of the 
internet or devices that use data to regulate the spread 
of fake news especially on free versions of social media 
platforms. 

What giants like facebook are doing is to create 
subscription based services (e.g. a subscribed facebook) 
where the quality of content by virtue of a small user base 
can be verified. this is obviously done at the risk of curbing 
the growing internet usage rates in Africa, which from 
2000-2017 have grown a collective 9,942%. lesotho has 
achieved a 15,596% usage growth.

https://www.internetworldstats.com/stats1.htm

the onus still remains of content owners to spread the right 
messages. recognition and notoriety (such as social media 
influencers) can be given to persons who post responsible 
content aimed at debate and not slander. 

shoUld regUlAtors force inflUentiAl 
plAtforms like google And fAcebook to 
remove fAke news And other extreme forms of 
content from their plAtforms?

No regulators should not for or regulate social media 
platforms. the task is an ominous one but also borders 
dangerously on the infringement of our constitutional rights 
of freedom of speech, expression and association.  It is 
the media platforms themselves that can allow users to 
filter the type of news they wish to see. this will curb to a 
degree the spread of fake news, but also spur holders of 
information to disclose previously private records, to the 
benefit of the masses. facebook can put in cues that allow 
users to flag posts that may be harmful

whAt cAn be done to improve the generAl User 
AwAreness on the detection of fAke news in 
the coUntry?

fake news can only be detected in the presence of the 
“real” version of events. this goes against a culture of 
Basotho where incidents are hardly made public knowledge. 
We also need to determine who the subject matter experts 
are and allow those to gain a following big enough to 
create influence. councils of peers can be set up to review 
the information shared, and publish reviewed and accurate 
accounts of events. It is a lot of work to set up, but if 
practiced and adhered to can create a healthy balance of 
fact against the easier spread fiction.

mAny governments in AfricA Are investing 
in e-services (e-government, e-voting, 
e-tAx systems And mAny other portAls.)  do 
yoU think the AfricAn citizenry is reAdy to 
consUme And Utilize these systems withoUt the 
worry of privAcy, secUrity And frAUd?

Data privacy and security is a worry in Africa and needs 
to be looked into before e-based services can be bolted 
onto current citizenry services.  security and the ability 
of governments to show the capability to secure citizen 
data has been shown to be one of the factors influencing 
e-governance adoption. http://citeseerx.ist.psu.edu/
viewdoc/

download?doi= 10.1.1.517.8969&rep=rep1&type=pdf

the concept of smart cities as is being piloted in cape town 
south Africa, is done to understand the current challenges 
associated with the Internet of things and personal data 
security. the learnings for those initiatives could benefit 
other countries.

whAt Are some of the risks we fAce with 
the introdUction of government driven 
e-services And do yoU hAve Any exAmples of 
these cAses in yoUr coUntry?

the biggest risks are data breaches and malware attacks. 
the uncertainty of adequate server maintenance and 
disaster recovery practices at a government level, leave 
citizenry with very little trust about whether government can 
survive cyber-attacks or the continued classified security 
breaches as seen in the last government elections.

lerAto mphAkA

mmI, metropolitan
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Industry Player Perspective

in 2017, we hAd severAl cAses of cyber 
secUrity AttAcks inclUding rAnsomwAre 
AttAcks Across the world– were yoU impActed 
by these AttAcks? if yes, how did yoU (compAny 
or coUntry) respond to these cAses?

the group did experience phishing attacks on user email 
addresses and these were immediately quarantined. 
response efforts done included: 

1. Augmenting the security exclusions on the firewall

2. Blocking of websites 

3. end User education of phishing scams.  

considering the shortAge of skilled 
resoUrces in AfricA, how cAn we limit the 
impAct of rAnsomwAre cAses?

1. Don’t skimp on market ready and tested security solutions 
such as firewalls. many small businesses and start-ups make 
the mistake of thinking that their businesses are too niche to 
be targets. In reality, half of all cyberattacks target smaller 
companies because they’re more likely to have limited 
budgets devoted to cybersecurity. While not having security 
is a costly mistake, security can become costly in its own 
right if not planned and monitored.

2. monitor Your current solutions to plan future Ones

While it’s important to always budget for today’s 
maintenance, don’t let that prevent you from pursuing 
new methods that can provide better and more proactive 
protection to combat tomorrow’s threats. Not all solutions 
are created equal, as there are always some systems 
or departments that are more vulnerable across an 
organisation. And never trust outside computers in the 
hope of saving some money. for instance, consultants 
shouldn’t be allowed to use their own devices on your 
internal network. either have a  device you control and 
secure  designated for them or force them to use only the 
guest network.

3. Invest in Your people.

As vital as the right security software is, what’s even 
more     important is that the people being protected by 
that software are educated on the best security practices. 
Your tools are only as strong as your people. for instance, 
while filtering tools can help weed out malicious emails, if 
your employees can’t spot a fake email, then your company 
is at risk

do yoU think orgAnisAtions Are spending 
enoUgh money on combAting cyber-crime?

Not in the context of lesotho, especially in small and 
medium companies. the reason really is that cybersecurity 
has not been included in the risk management portfolio 
as a pertinent and recurring risk. this is why it flies under 
the radar. Also, a compound to the problem is that money 
is spent on the wrong solutions because there is no 
cybersecurity policy in place.

whAt cAn be done to encoUrAge more spending 
on cyber secUrity issUes?

spending can increase in cyber security and data security 
can become a regulatory imperative for private sector 
organisations. If we include cybersecurity in company risk 
portfolios, and create commitment from top management to 
monitor progress then it will become a strategic imperative 
which commands investment to implement. 

regulators can also force compliance by creating penalties 
for financial institutions whose data privacy policies and 
procedures are out-dated or not followed adequately.

bAsed on oUr reseArch the AfricA cyber 
secUrity mArket will be worth Usd2 billion 
dollArs by 2020. despite this opportUnity, 
AfricA hAs not prodUced A single 
commerciAlly viAble cyber secUrity prodUct/
solUtion.

in yoUr opinion, whAt shoUld AfricAn 
coUntries/Universities focUs on to encoUrAge 
innovAtion in the development of cyber 
secUrity solUtions?

the push for development can only come from industry 
demand. that can be fuelled by ensuring that cybersecurity 
becomes a business strategic imperative as explained above.

whAt role cAn the privAte sector And 
consUmers of imported cyber secUrity 
prodUcts plAy to ensUre we cAn encoUrAge 
locAl plAyers to stArt developing AfricAn 
grown cyber secUrity prodUcts/solUtions or 
even services?

same as above. this will naturally drive sourcing to less 
expensive providers, which can fuel development in country.

in yoUr opinion And from An AfricAn context, 
whAt Are the top 2018 cyber secUrity priorities 
for AfricAn coUntries And orgAnisAtions?

a) focusing on preventing more sandbox-evading 
malware
In recent years, sandboxing technology has become an 
increasingly popular method for detecting and preventing 
malware infections. however, cyber-criminals are finding 
more ways to evade this technology. for example, new 
strains of malware are able to recognise when they are 
inside a sandbox, and wait until they are outside the 
sandbox before executing the malicious code.

b) creating standards for multi-factor authentication
companies have a tendency to shy away from implementing 
multi-factor authentication, as they feel that it would 
negatively affect user experience. however, according to 
research carried out by Bitdefender, there is a growing 
concern about stolen identities amongst the general public. 
As such, we will likely see an increase in the number of 
companies implementing some form of mfA.

c) Increasing the budget for security
security is getting more expensive and difficult to manage

In addition to reporting a significant rise in the new types of 
attacks they’re seeing, organisations also report struggling 
to keep the cost and complexity of managing security down. 

In an attempt to respond to new threats and provide more 
advanced protection beyond file analysis, some traditional 
and next-generation antivirus vendors have begun offering 
supplemental add-ons and additional features.
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cyber secUrity skills gAp
Lesotho not only has a shortage of highly technically skilled people, 
but also an even more desperate shortage of technicians who can design 
secure systems, write safe computer code, and create the ever more 
sophisticated tools needed to Anticipate, Detect, Respond and Contain 
Cyber threats. 
We interviewed a number of certifying bodies in Afica; 13500, to determine the approximate number of skilled 
professionals within the country.

Professionals

50

figUre 1: skills professionAl in AfricA.

Cyber Security Skills Gap
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Cyber Security Skills Gap

No. of Skilled 
Professionals

TOTAL

3795 84,484

646 19,163

945 32,233

324 5749

844 *

6554
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skills gAp in AfricA 
To determine where the pain points are, we asked over 1000 professionals to provide more insights on the issues they 
faced. Below are the findings:

At which level does yoUr orgAnisAtion find the skills shortAge to be the most AcUte?

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70

Junior Management

Mid Management

Senior Management

20.5%

28.2%

28.9%

Dont Know 11.2%

Graduate 10%

Other 1.0%

All Staff 0.2%

Board Level 0.1%
% 

grAph 8: skills shortAge pAin point.

All industries reviewed declared a challenge in finding top-tier professionals. About 90% of companies expect to face a 
huge talent short fall in 2019, all factors held constant. On the flip side, senior security managers are now in high demand, 
particularly in the financial services sector. Cross-company poaching is increasingly becoming a concern for organisations 
that can’t keep up with competitive offers for their employees.

in which of the following AreAs is the cybersecUrity skills gAp most AppArent?

26.0%
19.7%

18.6%
17.5%

16.1%
2.0%

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80

Security Operations and
Engineering

Security Architecture and 
Remediation

Others

Application Assessment

Incident Response

Auditing and
Risk Management

% 

grAph 9: cybersecUrity skills gAp.

Cyber Security Skills Gap
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Most respondents said that they 
faced a challenge in filling the role of 
audit, risk management and incident 
response. This is unsurprising given 
the numerous regulatory compliance 
requirements that came up in 2018. 

Our analysis in 2017 highlighted the 
limited number of security architects 
and practitioners as one of the biggest 
problems facing the cybersecurity 
practice. This notion still stands in 
2018.

Secure Network Architecture 
and Design is the foundation of 
a secure business. Without a well-
designed network and business 
process, an organisation cannot 
derive value from its cybersecurity 
investments. 

•	 A top notch cybersecurity 
manager will not be efficient if 
the organisation structure limits 
his mandate by having him report 
to e.g. finance. 

•	 Investing in a SIEM will not add 
value if the network has not been 
properly segmented and baseline 
of activities (determining what’s 
normal) established.

Security Architecture and 
Engineering allows an organisation 
to start with the very basics. Build a 
strong foundation upon which security 
technologies and processes can be 
build. 

Security Architects would typically 
start by looking at the business, its 
goals and build the risks and threats 
that may arise. For example:

•	 A bank relies on the availability 
of their channels, security 
of their customer data and 

proper dispensation of monies 
occurring on a 24/7/365 basis 
to meet demand and generate 
revenue. System downtime or 
malicious transactions costs 
the organisation. With this 
understanding, the architect 
designs the network to be able 
to identify and withstand any 
threats and attacks that may lead 
to the successful exploitation of 
these dearly.

•	 Legal firms handle confidential 
information that could cost 
organisations millions of dollars, 
or even cost people their lives 
if in the wrong hands, a case in 
point being the panama papers. 
The conversations between 
legal partners and their clients 
are confidential. The fact that 
a third party could intercept 
these conversations could be 
the biggest threat a law firm 
faces. A security architect 
understands these threats and 
models a network that has proper 
segregation of access, data loss 
prevention and anti-tampering.

•	 A biomedical company 
focuses all of its effort on 
researching new pharmaceuticals. 
The data generated from this 
research is the nest egg of the 
organisation, and represents 
the combined results of the 
money provided by their 
investors. Should a competitor 
gain access to the information, 
it could potentially cause the 
entire organisation to fail. The 
possibility of theft of intellectual 
property could be the biggest 
threat faced by this biomedical 
company.

DID YOU KNOW?

Secure Network 
Architecture and Design 
is the foundation of a 
secure business. Without 
a well-designed network 
and business process, 
an organisation cannot 
derive value from its 
cybersecurity investments. 

05
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whAt constrAints do yoU encoUnter As An orgAnisAtion when recrUiting experienced cybersecUrity professionAls?

22%
11%
12%

9%
14%

10%
8%

4%
3%
3%
3%

0 10 20 30 40 50

Lack of Business Acumen 

Lack of Project Management Skills

Lack of Customer Facing Skills

Lack of Leadership Skills

Overall Shortage of Candidates

Lack of Sector or Vertical Knowledge

Lack of Investments In Information Security

Lack of Certi�cations i.e CISSP, ITIL e.t.c

Lack of Upto Date Technology Knowledge

Remuneration ExpectationToo High 

Lack of Solid Experience/Track Record

% 
grAph 10: recrUiting constrAints.

Lack of solid experience is the leading constraint when recruiting Cybersecurity 
professionals. This was closely followed by high remuneration rates.

tAlent poAching

It is exceedingly difficult to hire new experienced professionals in an organisation. 
Why? Experienced cybersecurity professionals are in high demand, so 
organisations are engaged in a battle royale to coax them away from their present 
employers and outbid others for their services.

One fundamental fact that organisations should note however is: We should grow 
our own talent. Talent management is now a critical business strategy.

“Organisations spend large sums of money recruiting new employees rather than 
growing their own. The problem with this approach is that it causes frustration 
among existing employees who could have done the role just as effectively as a 
new recruit if they had been given training and a bit of encouragement.”

If YOU hAve AN eDUcAtION AND 
NO experIeNce, YOU’re gOINg 
tO Be hArD-presseD tO fIND A 
cAreer IN thIs fIelD. YOU’ve gOt 
tO DO WhAtever It tAKes tO get 
YOUrself experIeNce. thAt’s 
mOre ImpOrtANt thAN ANYthINg.

KevIN hAWKINs, prOfessOr Of It 
AND DAtABAse ADmINIstrAtOr At 
hUmANA heAlth INsUrANce

Cyber Security Skills Gap
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whAt importAnce do yoU plAce on certificAtions i.e. cissp/cisA/ceh etc?

27%
IMPORTANT

4%
NOT IMPORTANT

70%
VERY IMPORTANT

CHART 9: IMPORTANCE OF CERTIFICATIONS.

Certifications are a crucial stepping stone for almost any IT career. From our 
survey results, 96% of the respondents indicated that certificates are important. 
Clearly, certifications are resume worthy, but are they the end-all be-all?

There is an obsession with high exam grades that has been promoted by the 
education system within most African countries. Consequently, even for 
employees and employers, more emphasis is placed on passing and gaining more 
certifications than actually understanding the practical concepts.

cONclUsIONs frOm the sUrveY 
resUlts.

•	 emplOYers Are lOOKINg fOr 
cYBersecUrItY prOfessIONAls 
At seNIOr mANAgemeNt levels.

•	 emplOYers vAlUe 
certIfIcAtIONs. (ceh, cIsA, cIsm, 
cIssp etc)

•	 the BIggest gAp thAt emplOYers 
fAce WheN hIrINg Is lAcK 
Of techNIcAl experIeNce 
clOselY fOllOWeD BY hIgh 
remUNerAtION DemANDs.

•	 OrgANIsAtIONs Are IN NeeD Of 
NetWOrK secUrItY ArchItects 
WhO UNDerstAND rIsKs AND 
techNIcAl cONtrOls NeeD tO Be 
ImplemeNteD.

•	 It Is Better fOr AN 
OrgANIsAtION tO grOW Its OWN 
tAleNt thAN tO pOAch.

Cyber Security Skills Gap
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molUpe molUpe 

Ict manager, lesotho communications Authority

cybersec issUes of 2017

a. Awareness of users.

In this country, users of technology are not taking 
security seriously. people are not really aware of 
good security practices to follow. this makes them 
very vulnerable. We have seen a lot happening on 
social media, information of high confidentiality/
secrecy in government flying around. employees 
in government have to be made aware of what it 
means and why they should follow established best 
security practices. my only worry is whether they 
are there within the government.

b. personal Information.

here the vulnerability is due to: some people 
are still not careful with what they put online 
considering the high attacks on personally owned 
services on sites as well as identify theft.

c. mobile money system.

We have heard a lot about attempts to infiltrate 
authentication system to steal funds from 
consumers of m-pesa/eco cash. We see people 
install apps on their phones unaware that they are 
exposing themselves to attack of the mobile wallets 
or otherwise. Operators will have to work tirelessly 
to ensure that their systems are secure.

fAke news

Due to release of government information day in 
day out to social media, it has become difficult to 
identify fake news.

In this country fake news is ruling. It is more on the 
political space where people or parties are fighting 
to topple each other or government of the day.

to me it will be difficult for the telcos/Isp to 

control fake news. this should be responsibility of 
government and end users. the government has to 
deploy people who are carefully monitor the social 
media for such news and act on them.

regulators should force players like google and 
facebook to improve in technologies that can be 
used to detect fake news. It may be easy for these 
players to design and implement algorithms to 
identify fake news.

Improving user awareness can be achieved by 
educating users to consider or follow a diversity of 
people and perspectives. It is important not to limit 
oneself on the small range of sources of news. It is 
important to consent all viewpoints in order to get 
a balanced view. It is also important to promote 
strong norms on professional journalism and 
enhance digital literacy among users.

in AfricA or A coUntry like lesotho, the 
highest risk is inAbility to Use e-service.

this is mainly cause by digital illiteracy. people 
are not e-literate but the gOl has engaged in 
developing e-services.

Other than that people are still worried that they 
may be defrauded or their personal information 
misused.

In lesotho, some of the services like applications 
for ID or passport can be introduced online but 
people who really need this are not familiar with 
technology or the services are not available at their 
places.

rAnsomwAre cAses cAn be redUced by 
edUcAting oUr Users or pUblic in generAl thAt 
it is not wise to click everything. edUcAtion. 
edUcAtion. edUcAtion.

in lesotho there’s not mUch Activity in 
combAting cyber-crime. the worst thing is 
thAt even regUlAtion/lAws Are not pAssing 
in pArliAment bUt drAfts hAve been done. the 
government is reActive on the issUe of cyber 
secUrity.

so talking about money is something else.

reseArch And development in the AreA of 
cyber secUrity is importAnt. coming Up 
with more ApplicAtion experts to develop 
solUtions to problems encoUntered. creAting 
relAtionships between the indUstry And 
University is importAnt. this is AlreAdy 
hAppening in eUrope And in the Us. AfricA hAs 
to stArt considering thAt As criticAl.

priorities for 2018

zz there’s a need to look into mobile money 
platform as more focus will be on them.

zz countries and organisation alike will need to 
look into educating their people.

zz more focus on the cryptocurrency exchanges.
zz As more Apps are coming in, there’ll be a need 

to look into mobile networks, vulnerability 
of mobile devices with personal/private 
information.

indUstry plAyer perspective
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the gender gAp
Jobs in Cybersecurity are exploding, but why aren’t women in the 
picture? Research shows that women make up only 20% of the 
cybersecurity workforce globally according to Research firm Frost and 
Sullivan. In Africa, this figure is 10% as estimated by Serianu Limited.

As AfricA develops its 
silicon sAvAnnA, one 
qUestion still stAnds, 
where Are the lAdies? 
we Asked oUr respondents 
to provide their views.

The Gender Gap
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cybersecUrity indUstry is fAiling to AttrAct  yoUng tAlent And women into the 
profession. do yoU Agree with this stAtement?

50%
YES

CHART 10: IS THE CYBERSECURITY INDUSTRY FAILING TO ATTRACT YOUNG TALENT AND WOMENT?.

50%
NO

Interestingly, we noted a 50/50 
response to this statement. It’s 
important to point out that majority of 
the respondents were male. However, 
the gender gap discussion is not really 
one of right versus wrong or men 
versus women but rather diversity. 

Diversity is a good business strategy 
as different people present different 
technical, leadership and management 
skills.

gender gAp issUes

It is not so much as failing to attract 
women but a matter of retaining them. 
Arguments to be made here include; 

•	 Women do not get promoted at 
the same rate as men are, and 

•	 Women are not getting salary 
increases at the same rate as men 
are even though they are asking 
for and applying at the same rate.

•	 As a rule, women wait until they 
accrue required skills before 
applying for cybersecurity jobs, 
while men routinely bluff their 
way through. The men may have 
none of (the skills) and will still 
apply.

A number of non-profit groups and 
private companies have now come out 
to actively promote training to get 
younger girls involved in Information 
Security. 

lIes WOmeN tell themselves 
fOr NOt WOrKINg IN It:

“I Am NOt gOOD eNOUgh.”

“I Am WAItINg tO gAIN the rIght 
experIeNce BefOre I ApplY fOr the 
JOB.” 

“thAt’s A mAN’s JOB.”

“I Am OKAY Where I Am.”

“BeINg A sOftWAre DevelOper DOes 
NOt BrINg OUt mY UNIQUeNess As A 
WOmAN.”

“WheN I YOUNg I WAs INteresteD IN 
scIeNce AND techNOlOgY”

“It Is the BOYs clUB”

“there Are tOO mANY meN”

“there Are tOO mANY WOmeN”

•	

The Gender Gap
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The Gender Gap

Of course, there are some notable women who are in Governance, Risk and 
Compliance out of deep passion and not picking the “easy” way.  

But if you look closely, an interesting fact emerges: Only about a third of the 
women pursue network engineering, penetration testing and coding. On the 
other hand, two-thirds of the men pursue the more technical roles such as 
penetration testing, coding and participate in hackathons.

None of the above paths is better than the other, however, mastering the core 
of the craft should be a priority for all genders. The fundamental blocks of 
cybersecurity come from possessing in-depth understanding of your working 
tools - Networks and Technologies. Majority of the women are seen to be 
“around tech” more than they are “in tech”. Main difference being, one is able 
to utilize technical skills to compromise or defend the network.

the technicAl skills qUestions?

Technical capabilities of 
women is always a contentious 
topic. We acknowledge the 
steady increase of women 
in cybersecurity due to all 
initiatives aimed at growing 
and retaining those numbers, 
and especially notable 
progress in Information 
Security; Governance Risk 
and Compliance. However, 
it would be imprudent not to 
acknowledge that the numbers 
specifically in the technical 
facets of cybersecurity are 
wanting. There is a notion 
pushed across that women 
should be or are better 
in the Governance, Risk 
and Compliance facets of 
cybersecurity. 
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despite growing cyber risk, AfricAn 
corporAtions Are slow to Adopt 
cyber insUrAnce. why is this?

Lack of Awareness. Digital 
technology in Lesotho is increasingly 
becoming a threat to industries and 
organisations. With the integration 
of technology into businesses and the 
inclusion of emerging innovations 
such as Internet of Things (IOT) and 
Artificial intelligence, organisations 
have to develop risk, resilience and 
mitigation plans in order to secure 
their environment hence the need for 
cyber insurance. Cyber Insurance 
involves the coverage of not only 
technology assets but any fallout that 
occurs due to cyber-based attacks. 
Organisations in Lesotho have not 
fully embraced cyber insurance due 
to:

•	 Lack of knowledge of the 
advantages of the service

•	 High cost implications of 
investing on the stated minimum 
requirements with the inclusion 
of annual premiums.

•	 Lack minimum requirements of 
implementing cyber insurance in 
the organisation

•	 Industries are scared of the 
implications of an increase in 
premiums as the number of 
threats increase.

•	 Insurance premiums are charged 
based on the criticality of data 
stored meaning that financial 
and health care industries are 
charged more.

•	 Cyber insurance claims 
may rescind due to a lack of 
minimum-security controls

why shoUld An enterprise tAke Up 
A cyber insUrAnce cover? whAt 
opportUnities does cyber insUrAnce 
provide to orgAnisAtions in AfricA?

Organisations should implement some 
form of risk mitigation for its cyber 
risks. Risk management requires that 
organisations implement a strategy on 
identifying, preventing and resolving 
risks. Cyber insurance helps the 
organisation mitigate such risks by 
offering coverage for losses sustained 
during an attack. Management no 
longer has to worry about the losses 
due to compensation but they will 
have to come up with ways to mitigate 
the attacks from occurring again.

how do yoU determine cyber risk 
exposUre for An orgAnisAtion?

Cyber risk exposure is determined 
by identifing and assessing all risks, 
implementing controls to mitigate 
the risks, veriffying that you are 

compliant with governing regulations 
and implementation of continuous 
improvement. The rule that should 
always govern organisations while 
developing strategies around cyber 
insurance is that the more security 
controls implemented the lower the 
premiums. Ideally, if the organistion 
does not have skilled professionals 
to help determine the organisations 
cyber risk exposure, they can always 
use a third-party to conduct the 
analysis.

whAt fUtUre trends shoUld we 
AnticipAte within cyber insUrAnce 
sector?

Cyber Insurance is expected to grow 
exponentially. As various legislations 
are implemented, the uptake of Cyber 
Insurance will increase.

State of Cyber Insurance in Africa

stAte of cyber 
insUrAnce in AfricA

mANY OrgANIsAtIONs IN AfrIcA hAve tAKeN 
Up cYBer INsUrANce frOm INterNAtIONAl 
prOvIDers, mAINlY BAseD IN UK.

mAJOrItY Of the INsUrANce cOmpANIes lAcK 
the AppetIte fOr cYBer INsUrANce BecAUse 
the expOsUre Is tOO hIgh.
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Skills Mismatch - Are You Hiring The Right Person, For The Right Job?

skills mismAtch-Are yoU 
hiring the right person, for 
the right job?

If stUDeNts KNeW Better 
WhAt tO leArN, eDUcAtOrs 
KNeW Better WhAt theY 
NeeDeD tO teAch, AND 
hIrINg AND tech mANAgers 
KNeW Better WhAt tO lOOK 
fOr WheN hIrINg, theN 
BUsINesses WIll Be Better 
prOtecteD AgAINst threAts.

mArK cArNeY

It is easier for organisations and all stakeholders 
within the Cybersecurity eco-system to squarely 
blame “skills shortage” as the key contributor to 
the skills gap problem. 
However, a review of majority of our 
hiring processes reveals:

•	 Employers don’t clearly define 
cybersecurity roles that need to 
be filled

•	 Applicants are desperate for jobs 
and apply for roles that they do 
not fully understand

•	 Students lack the hands-on 
expertise that most employers are 
looking for.

•	 Interviewers often use “instinct” 
to determine if a candidate would 
fit into the specific role.

ACIC’s Competency matrix (derived 
from NICE framework and Mark 
Carney’s Skills matrix) is a resource 
that matches roles to desired and 
necessary skills. This matrix is 
designed to aid better facilitation of 
hiring decisions for CISOs, hiring 
managers, and as a guide to students 
and educators.

The main users of the Matrix are 
recruiters, employers, HR managers, 
CIOs, trainers and academics.

components of Acic’s competency mAtrix

There are 4 categories as borrowed 
from the CVEQ framework. These 
are Anticipate, Detect, Respond and 
Contain. All Cybersecurity roles have 
been mapped into one or more of these 
categories.

There are 4 specialty areas in the 
competency matrix. These are 
Risk Management, Vulnerability 
Management, Incident Response 
and Threat Intelligence. Each 
specialty area represents an area of 
concentrated work, or function, within 
cybersecurity and related work. 

There are 16 roles in the competency 
matrix. These are defined as the 
specific activities that a security 
professional is involved in. Employees 
can have more than one role.

Attributes required to perform work 
roles and are generally demonstrated 
through relevant experience, education, 
or training.
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Skills Mismatch - Are You Hiring The Right Person, For The Right Job?

Acic’s competency mAtrix
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Risk Management 

Risk Analyst 3 3 3 3 3 3 2 0 0 0 0 0 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
Compliance 
Analyst 3 3 3 3 3 3 2 1 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0

IT Security Auditor 3 3 3 3 3 3 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0
Security Engineer 2 2 2 2 2 2 3 3 3 3 3 3 2 3 3 2 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
Security Architect 2 2 2 2 2 2 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2

D
E

T
E

C
T

Vulnerability Management

Web Pentester 0 1 0 1 0 1 2 2 2 0 0 0 2 3 3 3 3 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 1 0 0 0
Mobile Pentester 0 1 0 1 0 1 2 2 2 0 0 0 2 2 2 3 3 3 0 0 2 0 0 0 2 0 1 0 0 0
Network Pentester 0 1 0 1 0 1 3 3 3 3 3 3 2 1 1 1 1 1 0 3 3 3 2 0 2 0 1 0 0 0
Patching Analyst 0 1 0 1 0 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 2 0 2 0 1 0 2 0

R
E

SP
O

N
D

Incident Management

Breach Scenario 
Analyst 2 1 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 3 2 2 2 2 2 3 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 1 2 2 0

Soc Analyst 1 1 1 1 1 1 3 2 2 2 2 2 3 2 2 2 2 0 3 2 2 2 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 1
Intel and Trending 
Analyst 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 3 1 1 1 1 1 3 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 3 1 0 0

Malware Analyst 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 2 2 1 1 2 3 0 0 0 2 1 2 2 0 1 2 2 0
Forensic Analyst 0 0 0 1 0 3 3 2 2 2 2 1 3 1 1 1 1 1 3 1 1 1 3 3 2 1 3 3 3 3

C
O

N
T

A
IN

Threat Management 

Threat Hunting 
Analyst 1 0 0 0 0 1 3 2 2 2 2 2 3 2 2 2 2 2 3 2 2 2 3 3 1 2 3 0 0 0

Remediation 
Specialist 2 0 0 0 0 2 3 3 3 3 3 3 2 2 2 3 2 0 0 0 2 0 0 1 2 0 1 3 3 0

Development 
Specialist 1 1 1 1 0 3 3 2 2 2 2 2 2 3 3 3 3 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 1 0 0 0

0 1Not ApplicabletAble 2: skills mAtrix. General Knowledge
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Risk Management 

Risk Analyst 3 3 3 3 3 3 2 0 0 0 0 0 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
Compliance 
Analyst 3 3 3 3 3 3 2 1 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0

IT Security Auditor 3 3 3 3 3 3 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0
Security Engineer 2 2 2 2 2 2 3 3 3 3 3 3 2 3 3 2 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
Security Architect 2 2 2 2 2 2 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2

D
E

T
E

C
T

Vulnerability Management

Web Pentester 0 1 0 1 0 1 2 2 2 0 0 0 2 3 3 3 3 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 1 0 0 0
Mobile Pentester 0 1 0 1 0 1 2 2 2 0 0 0 2 2 2 3 3 3 0 0 2 0 0 0 2 0 1 0 0 0
Network Pentester 0 1 0 1 0 1 3 3 3 3 3 3 2 1 1 1 1 1 0 3 3 3 2 0 2 0 1 0 0 0
Patching Analyst 0 1 0 1 0 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 2 0 2 0 1 0 2 0

R
E

SP
O

N
D

Incident Management

Breach Scenario 
Analyst 2 1 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 3 2 2 2 2 2 3 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 1 2 2 0

Soc Analyst 1 1 1 1 1 1 3 2 2 2 2 2 3 2 2 2 2 0 3 2 2 2 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 1
Intel and Trending 
Analyst 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 3 1 1 1 1 1 3 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 3 1 0 0

Malware Analyst 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 2 2 1 1 2 3 0 0 0 2 1 2 2 0 1 2 2 0
Forensic Analyst 0 0 0 1 0 3 3 2 2 2 2 1 3 1 1 1 1 1 3 1 1 1 3 3 2 1 3 3 3 3

C
O

N
T

A
IN

Threat Management 

Threat Hunting 
Analyst 1 0 0 0 0 1 3 2 2 2 2 2 3 2 2 2 2 2 3 2 2 2 3 3 1 2 3 0 0 0

Remediation 
Specialist 2 0 0 0 0 2 3 3 3 3 3 3 2 2 2 3 2 0 0 0 2 0 0 1 2 0 1 3 3 0

Development 
Specialist 1 1 1 1 0 3 3 2 2 2 2 2 2 3 3 3 3 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 1 0 0 0

Skills Mismatch - Are You Hiring The Right Person, For The Right Job?

2 3Good Understanding Expert Understanding



Bridging the Skills Gap 
The Africa Cyber Immersion 

Centre (ACIC) is a state-of-the-art 
research, innovation and training facility that 

seeks to address Africa’s ongoing and long-term 
future needs through unique education, training, 

research, and practical applications.

Raising children in this interconnected era 
has become more challenging than ever. The 
internet can be a fantastic educational tool, 
but without parental control software and 
careful supervision it can be a dangerous 
place. Here are some of the critical concerns 
from parents:

tips for ensUring  my kid’s online behAvior?

•	 Browser history (Chrome: Ctr+H).
•	 YouTube watch history and the list of 

suggested material.
•	 Check Cookies history.

Limitation: Kids have become very tech 
savvy and have found ways of hiding their 
online activity from parents by:

•	 Clearing their search history and/or 
cookies on their browser

•	 Using private browsing feature so 

their parents can’t see the sites they’ve 
hit (Info provided by “Enough is 
enough”)

So the most effective way is to use a parental 
control. It allows parents to monitor online 
activity (social media, sites) unpredictably 
for a kid and, if needed, block a private 
browsing feature.

whAt pArentAl softwAre cAn i Use?

•	 OpenDNS FamilyShield: Block 
domains on your whole home network 
at router level

•	 KidLogger: A simple way to record 
your children’s computing activity for 
your peace of mind

•	 Spyrix Free Keylogger: Find out what 
your kids are typing, and if they might 
be in trouble

•	 Kiddle: A kid-friendly search engine 
that’s ideal for researching

yoU cAn cAtch Up with yoUr tech-sAvvy kid if yoU;
•	 Explore the different technologies 

together with your kids
•	 Provide suggestions to the type of games, 

apps or sites that your kids can use

•	 Subscribe to digital journals about 
cybersecurity and IT



Bridging the Skills Gap 
The Africa Cyber Immersion 

Centre (ACIC) is a state-of-the-art 
research, innovation and training facility that 

seeks to address Africa’s ongoing and long-term 
future needs through unique education, training, 

research, and practical applications.

mAstering the foUndAtion 

Cybersecurity is a wide field. Structuring a single university 
program around this can be impractical. We therefore need 
to build basic fundamental skills-sets such as networking, 
programming, database administration, computer architecture, 
cryptography and working with Linux systems. Inadequacy to 
incorporate practical learning in the above fundamentals adds to 
the skill-gap referenced by employers.

OUr experIeNce IN cYBer secUrItY cAN Be sAID tO stArt mOre Or less frOm OUr 
cUrreNt sYllABUs WhIch ONlY gIves Us the mOst BAsIc INfOrmAtION AND mAKes Us 
A BIt prIvY ON WhAt cYBer secUrItY eNtAIls. ONe Of OUr sOUrces Of INfOrmAtION 
Is the INterNet WhIch hAs helpeD Us tO AcQUIre KNOWleDge ON the DevelOpmeNt Of 
ApplIcAtIONs AND WAYs tO sAfegUArD them AgAINst AttAcKs. AlthOUgh the INterNet cONtAINs 
A vAst AmOUNt Of INfOrmAtION, gUIDANce IN UNDerstANDINg AND mItIgAtINg threAts WIthIN OUr eNvIrONmeNt hAs BeeN 
A chAlleNge. receNtlY, We Were grAceD WIth the OppOrtUNItY Of leArNINg mOre AND BeINg expOseD tO the vAst AreA Of 
cYBer secUrItY OffereD BY the AfrIcA cYBer ImmersION clUB (AcIc) WhIch hAs eNABleD Us tO gAIN mOre INsIght AND fOr 
WhIch We Are hUmBleD AND exteND OUr sINcere Arm Of ApprecIAtION AND grAtItUDe.

wAy-forwArd 

Following the findings on the skill-gap in Lesotho and Africa in general, we point 
out some recommendations for the Government, Academia, and Employers.  

government 

The Government should consider giving grants 
and or tax breaks to companies and organisations 
that train cybersecurity professionals. 

The government should be alive to the realities of 
cyberwars.

AcAdemiA 

Academic institutions need to incorporate 
cybersecurity courses in their curriculum with 
an emphasis on practical hands-on learning 
for ICT programs. This may require liaising 
with employers to get the actual necessary 
skills in the market. Hands-on learning can be 
furthered through internship and apprenticeship, 

hackathons, cyber-ranges and specific 
competitions, these can be carried out in liaison 
with potential employers.

employers 

Organisations need to work with academic 
institutions to relay the necessary practical 
skills needed in the market. This will streamline 
education programs  to fit market needs and 
benefit organisations with skilled personnel. 

It is necessary to consider training current 
employees and progressively developing in house 
talent to match the cybersecurity needs of the 
company. It is generally considered 
more cost effective. 

stUdent, kApsAbet boys high school
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Cyber Intelligence

cyber intelligence

Emotet (Pending 
Payment.Xls) is a malicious 
Trojan distributed via 
phishing emails. 

New Mirai Okiru 
Botnet targets devices 
running widely-used 
ARC Processors.

Skygofree Android 
Spyware Discovered in 
multiple devices.

Spectre and Meltdown 
CPU vulnerabilities 
that enable attackers to 
bypass security 
controls.

Dofoil, aka Smoke Loader 
Cryptocurrency Mining 
Malware Infected Over 500,000 
PCs in just Few Hours.

Global ISPs inject Cryptocur-
rency Mining Scripts and 
spyware into users' Web 
Browsers.

KevDroid, the malware 
steals information and 
records phone calls from 
compromised Android 
devices.

Cryptomining 
Malware Digs into 
Nearly 40% of 
Organizations 
Globally.

Prowli Malware Infected Over 
40,000 Servers, Modems, and IoT 
Devices. 

MyloBot – Highly Sophisticated 
Botnet Shutdowns Windows 
Defender and windows update.

FakeSpy – Android Information 
Stealing Malware Attack to Steal 
Text Messages, Call Records & 
Contacts. 

MysteryBot; a new Android 
banking Trojan for Android 7 and 8. 

DanaBot Trojan Targets Bank 
Customers in Phishing Scam.

Rakhni Malware Variant. 
This malware infects systems 
with either a cryptocurrency 
miner or ransomware.

Dark Tequila – Banking Malware 
is designed to steal victim’s financial 
information, as well as login 
credentials. 

Triout is an Android Spyware 
Framework being used to turn 
legitimate apps into spyware. 

GhostDNS malware 
campaign that hijacked over 
100,000 home routers and 
modified their DNS 
settings.

DarkPulsar typically 
affected Windows 
2003/2008 servers. It runs 
malicious  code 
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LATEST MALWARE VIRUSES THAT WERE RELEASED AND CAPTURED IN 2018. Locally re- engineered Malware discovered 
by the ACIC team;
Betaversion Malware
MD5 hash value: e86c626878a0c693d3727024d55ff882

Scr.exe Malware: 
MD5 hash value: f05a31ae604e4ea844e8130e45d30f01

Taskrun Malware: 
MD5 hash value: f2223193031768286296c5c70990d63d

Scvhost.exe Malware: 
MD5 hash value: f2223193031768286296c5c70990d63d 
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Emotet (Pending 
Payment.Xls) is a malicious 
Trojan distributed via 
phishing emails. 

New Mirai Okiru 
Botnet targets devices 
running widely-used 
ARC Processors.

Skygofree Android 
Spyware Discovered in 
multiple devices.

Spectre and Meltdown 
CPU vulnerabilities 
that enable attackers to 
bypass security 
controls.

Dofoil, aka Smoke Loader 
Cryptocurrency Mining 
Malware Infected Over 500,000 
PCs in just Few Hours.

Global ISPs inject Cryptocur-
rency Mining Scripts and 
spyware into users' Web 
Browsers.

KevDroid, the malware 
steals information and 
records phone calls from 
compromised Android 
devices.

Cryptomining 
Malware Digs into 
Nearly 40% of 
Organizations 
Globally.

Prowli Malware Infected Over 
40,000 Servers, Modems, and IoT 
Devices. 

MyloBot – Highly Sophisticated 
Botnet Shutdowns Windows 
Defender and windows update.

FakeSpy – Android Information 
Stealing Malware Attack to Steal 
Text Messages, Call Records & 
Contacts. 

MysteryBot; a new Android 
banking Trojan for Android 7 and 8. 

DanaBot Trojan Targets Bank 
Customers in Phishing Scam.

Rakhni Malware Variant. 
This malware infects systems 
with either a cryptocurrency 
miner or ransomware.

Dark Tequila – Banking Malware 
is designed to steal victim’s financial 
information, as well as login 
credentials. 

Triout is an Android Spyware 
Framework being used to turn 
legitimate apps into spyware. 

GhostDNS malware 
campaign that hijacked over 
100,000 home routers and 
modified their DNS 
settings.

DarkPulsar typically 
affected Windows 
2003/2008 servers. It runs 
malicious  code 
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LATEST MALWARE VIRUSES THAT WERE RELEASED AND CAPTURED IN 2018. Locally re- engineered Malware discovered 
by the ACIC team;
Betaversion Malware
MD5 hash value: e86c626878a0c693d3727024d55ff882

Scr.exe Malware: 
MD5 hash value: f05a31ae604e4ea844e8130e45d30f01

Taskrun Malware: 
MD5 hash value: f2223193031768286296c5c70990d63d

Scvhost.exe Malware: 
MD5 hash value: f2223193031768286296c5c70990d63d 

Cyber Intelligence
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crypto mining

During our analysis we identified 12,975 African servers hosting Crypto Mining scripts that silently mine cryptocurrencies 
from users that access the webpage containing the embedded mining script.

The top (10) countries hosting the crypto mining scripts.

rAspbiAn Adoption

The technology growth is fueled by the need to automate and achieve deeper insight into existing data through analysis. 
With the use of IoT technology, people are now creating simple solutions to monitor or secure their existing infrastructure. 
IoT technology relies on the internet as a means of distribution of data or easy external access.

Africa is currently embracing the same technology but have not implemented security controls to prevent access to the IoT 
based technology. Based on our analysis, we identified the following existing technology accessible online

rAspberry pi

Raspberry PI is an open source tiny and affordable computer mainly used in educating people on computing. It runs on a 
Raspbian operating system which is based on Debian. The device can be used as an IoT device and also be configured to 
run hacking software.

Based on our research, we were able to identify over 120 devices using the Raspbian operating system:

Cyber Intelligence
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FIGURE 4: TOP TEN COUNTRIES HOSTING CRYPTO MINING SCRIPTS.
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dnssec Adoption
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mAkhele molefe

senior systems support Officer, 
National manpower secretariat

kindly highlight some of the top cyber 
secUrity issUes of 2017 And how these issUes 
impActed yoU personAlly, yoUr orgAnizAtion 
or coUntry?

pyramid schemes running over internet.

A. do yoU think fAke news is A mAjor problem 
in yoUr coUntry/AfricA? if yes, who shoUld be 
responsible for controlling the creAtion And 
distribUtion of fAke news (government, end 
Users, telcos/isps or content owners)?

Yes it is. government, telcos/Isps.

b. shoUld regUlAtors force inflUentiAl 
plAtforms like google And fAcebook to 
remove fAke news And other extreme forms of 
content from their plAtforms?

they can remove the fake news but also affected 
people can correct and give what is correct news.

c. whAt cAn be done to improve the generAl 
User AwAreness on the detection of fAke news 
in the coUntry?

general users can be trained on how to look at 
features of credible and reliable news/information.

A. mAny governments in AfricA Are investing 
in e-services (e-government, e-voting, e-tAx 
systems And mAny other portAls. do yoU think 
the AfricAn citizenry is reAdy to consUme And 
Utilize these systems withoUt the worry of 
privAcy, secUrity And frAUd?

No.

b. whAt Are some of the risks we fAce with 
the introdUction of government driven 
e-services And do yoU hAve Any exAmples of 
these cAses in yoUr coUntry?

there are people who hack systems and they want 
to make fraudulent payments for themselves.

in 2017, we hAd severAl cAses of cyber 
secUrity AttAcks inclUding rAnsomwAre 
AttAcks Across the world-were yoU impActed 
by these AttAcks? 

No

if yes, how did yoU (compAny or coUntry) 
respond to these cAses?

N/A

considering the shortAge of skilled 
resoUrces in AfricA, how cAn we limit the 
impAct of rAnsomwAre cAses?

We need to train people intensively on cyber 
security and all that they need to provide 
proper security for companies and government 
departments.

do yoU think orgAnizAtions Are spending 
enoUgh money on combAting cyber-crime? 

No.

whAt cAn be done to encoUrAge more 
spending on cyber secUrity issUes?

top management needs to be made aware of what 
is going on online, its benefits and the associated 
risks. this should motivate them to train their 
technicians on cyber-security.

indUstry plAyer perspective
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informAtion shAring gAp
As pointed out in the previous sections, the lack of information sharing 
across organisations has promoted the ease with which attacks are being 
replicated. Information sharing on cyber security threats is therefore 
highly critical, reinforcing the need for more cooperation across borders, 
individuals and organisations. 

why join?

orgAnisAtion

•	 Learn from others and the security 
issues they are facing or detecting.

•	 Collect the information to support 
your internal intelligence team. 

•	 Find out if other organisations 
are already working on the same 
incident or similar ones.

•	 Ensure your security team is 
actively engaged in the analysis of 
security threats within Africa. 

•	 Show your capabilities among the 
sharing community. 

•	 Access to Serianu’s pool of threat 
hunting experts.

secUrity And technicAl teAms

•	 Gain access to a vast database of 
Indicators of Compromise (hashes, 
IPs, File samples etc.)

•	 Use the indicators from the system 
to protect your infrastructure. 

•	 Learn from others and the security 
issues they are facing or detecting. 

•	 Automatically create relations 
between malware and their 
attributes. 

•	 Contribute to improve malware 
detection and reverse engineering 
efforts.

•	 Ensuring that your indicators can 
be peer reviewed in the information 
security community.

objectives of seriAnU’s 
informAtion shAring 
plAtform

Early Detection:
Through sharing of 
indicators of 
compromise, and 
malware samples.

Rapid Response: 
Early detection 
leading to rapid 
incident response. 

Prevention: 
Through applying of 
patches and �xes 
shared through the 
platform.

Improved 
Eco-system: 
Through informa-
tion sharing.

Following this global and urgent need, Serianu has developed Serianu-Information 
Sharing Platform, a premier program that aims to enhance information sharing in 
between trusted members and communities in Africa.

how it works

how to join?: Send an email to info@serianu.com to start your registration process.

Information Sharing Gap

• Is It Malicious?
• What is it exploiting?

• What relationship does it have?
• Are we vulnerable?

• ProjectHoney Pot
• Antivirus Analysis
• Forensic Invistigations
• Network
• Security Partners
• Spam Traps
• Networks of Sensors
• Web Crawlers
• Botnet Monitoring
• Sandbox

Source

Contextual
IntelligenceLookup

Intelligence

Incidence
Response

Web Service

Incidents and Alerts
Automated
CorrelationCYBOTA INTEL 

THREAT SHARING 
PLATFORMDomains

URLs

IP Addresses

Hasher

Files

Threat 
Names
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AcAdemiA sector 
 
U. ebisoh 
limkokwing University, maseru

kindly highlight some of the top cyber secUrity issUes of 2017 
And how these issUes impActed yoU personAlly, yoUr orgAnisAtion 
or coUntry?

zz Identity theft
zz Online predators

do yoU think fAke news is A mAjor problem in yoUr coUntry/
AfricA?  

Yes, it is!

if yes, who shoUld be responsible for controlling the creAtion 
And distribUtion of fAke news (government, end Users, telcos/isps 
or content owners)?

All stakeholders, if possible

shoUld regUlAtors force inflUentiAl plAtforms like google And 
fAcebook to remove fAke news And other extreme forms of content 
from their plAtforms?  

No.

whAt cAn be done to improve the generAl User AwAreness on the 
detection of fAke news in the coUntry?

1. Using social media. however, for workers who are not familiar with 
social media, formal or informal training may be needed. 

2. Knowledge management could take place in traditional settings (such 
as coffeehouses and ice cream parlours) just by using the owner-
proprietor’s memory of his key customers, their preferences, and their 
client-service expectations or typically use a range of digital tools to 
track, monitor and analyze the huge streams of data their businesses are 
generating, a process called “data mining”.

mAny governments in AfricA Are investing in e-services 
(e-government, e-voting, e-tAx systems And mAny other portAls.)  
do yoU think the AfricAn citizenry is reAdy to consUme And Utilize 
these systems withoUt the worry of privAcy, secUrity And frAUd? 

Yes and No.

whAt Are some of the risks we fAce with the introdUction of 
government driven e-services And do yoU hAve Any exAmples of 
these cAses in yoUr coUntry?

No.

zz there is lack of trust
zz security concerns
zz Obsolete technologies in use
zz Inability to adapt to changes
zz Not enough technology literacy

in 2017, we hAd severAl cAses of cyber secUrity AttAcks inclUding 
rAnsomwAre AttAcks Across the world– were yoU impActed by these 
AttAcks?

No.

do yoU think orgAnisAtions Are spending enoUgh money on 
combAting cyber-crime? 

Yes.

whAt cAn be done to encoUrAge more spending on cyber secUrity 
issUes? 

proper budgeting allocations.

in yoUr opinion, whAt shoUld AfricAn coUntries/Universities 
focUs on to encoUrAge innovAtion in the development of cyber 
secUrity solUtions?

African countries should focus on new and more sophisticated digital 
processes which should be introduced online with impacts on the efficient 
management of our network.

whAt role cAn the privAte sector And consUmers of imported 
cyber secUrity prodUcts plAy to ensUre we cAn encoUrAge locAl 
plAyers to stArt developing AfricAn grown cyber secUrity 
prodUcts/solUtions or even services?

more coordinated standards, procedures, methods and agreements for the 
digital exchange of information on networks

in yoUr opinion And from An AfricAn context, whAt Are the 
top 2018 cyber secUrity priorities for AfricAn coUntries And 
orgAnisAtions?

Identity theft

Online predators

indUstry plAyer perspective
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Cybercrime and Cybercrime Bill, Lesotho

compUter crime And cybercrime 
bill lesotho
objectives
•	 Act provides a legal framework for 

the criminalisation of computer 
and network related offences. 

•	 Principal aims are to criminalize 
certain illegal content in line with 
regional and international best 
practices, provide the necessary 
specific procedural instruments 
for the investigation of such 
offences and define the liability of 
service providers.

provisions
•	 Draft Bill divided into nine parts 

– All provisions of Model law 
on cybercrime transposed and 
expanded as appropriate to suit 
Lesotho situation;

•	 Terms used and provisions other 
than those peculiar to Lesotho law 
defined;

•	 Proposed Bill, drafted using 
technology neutral language.

DID YOU KNOW?

cYBer lAW Is the AreA Of lAW thAt DeAls WIth the 
INterNet’s relAtIONshIp tO techNOlOgIcAl AND electrONIc 
elemeNts, INclUDINg cOmpUters, sOftWAre, hArDWAre AND 
INfOrmAtION sYstems (Is)?

WIKIpeDIA

06

Computer Crime and Cybercrime Bill Lesotho

Part  1 •	 Provides definitions and sets the objective of the Act, scope/application and the date when the Act will come into force;

•	 Defines terms such as “computer system”, “access provider” and “hinder” etc., using sufficiently broad wording and where 
possible illustrative examples. eg “Computer system” or “information system” - a device or a group of inter-connected or 
related devices, one or more of which, pursuant to a program, performs automatic processing of data or any other function;

•	 Sec. 3 (1) - term “access provider” can be both a legal person as well as a natural person. In light of this, even the operator of a 
private network can therefore be considered an access provider.

•	 “Hinder” - (includes cutting the electricity supply to a computer system; and causing electromagnetic interference to 
a computer system; and corrupting a computer system by any means; and inputting, transmitting, damaging, deleting, 
deteriorating, altering or suppressing computer data;

•	 “Critical infrastructure” - computer systems, devices, networks, computer programs, computer data, so vital to the country 
that the incapacity or destruction of or interference with such systems and assets would have a debilitating impact on security, 
national or economic security, national public health and safety, or any combination of those matters
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Part II •	 Purpose of Sections 4‐24 of the Act is to improve means to prevent and address computer and network‐related crime by 
defining a common minimum standard of relevant offences based on best practice prevailing within the region as well as 
international standards. (eg CoECC, C/wealth Model Law)

•	 Ss.4‐25 therefore provides minimum standards and therefore allows for more extensive criminalisation should the country 
so desire. all offences established in this Act, require that offender is carrying out the offences intentionally. Reckless acts are 
therefore not covered.

•	 “person who intentionally, without lawful excuse or justification or in excess of a lawful excuse or justification...” eg Section 5 
requires that the offender is carrying out the offences intentionally. Reckless acts are not covered.

•	 Provides a set of substantive criminal law provisions that criminalise certain offences - eg illegally accessing and remaining 
logged into a computer system without lawful excuse or justification, obstructing, interrupting or interfering with the lawful 
use of computer data and disclosing details of a cybercrime investigation

•	 Other than interfering with computer data and data espionage (Penal Code Act S.62), harassment, and to some, degree, 
interception and system interference (Communications Act S.44) none of these acts are currently legislated against by existing 
legislation in Lesotho.

Part III •	 Provides procedures to determine jurisdiction over criminal offences enumerated in Sections 4‐24

•	 Jurisdiction territorial and extra-territorial (ship/aircraft registered in enacting country, citizen etc)

•	 S.25 (1)- Territorial jurisdiction applicable if 

          - both person attacking computer system and victim system are located within same territory or country. 

          - computer system attacked is within its territory, even if the attacker is not.

•	 S25(2) – applies if a national commits an offence abroad, and conduct is also an offence under law of state in which it was 
committed or conduct has taken place outside territorial jurisdiction of any State

Part IV Electronic evidence

Deals with admissibility of electronic evidence and incorporates by reference law dealing with electronic transactions & 
communication to apply

Part V Procedural law 

•	 Provides a set of procedural instruments necessary to investigate Cybercrime;

•	 Identification of offenders, protection of integrity of computer data during an investigation contains several inherently unique 
challenges for law enforcement authorities. 

•	 Purpose is to improve national procedural instruments by defining common minimum standards based on best practices within 
the region as well as international standards. - definition of standards will help national lawmakers to discover possible gaps in 
the domestic procedural law. Sections 28‐35 only define minimum

•	 Standards and therefore do not preclude creation of more extensive criminalization at national level introduces new 
investigation instruments (eg. Section 35) and also aims to adapt traditional procedural measures (such as Section 28). All 
instruments referred to aim at permitting obtaining and/or collection of data for purpose of conducting specific criminal 
investigations or proceedings.

•	 instruments described in Part V to be used in both traditional computer crime investigation and in any investigation that 
involves computer data and computer systems

Part VI Liability (Service Providers)

•	 Defines limitations of liability of Internet service providers.

•	 Responsibility of certain Internet Service Providers are limited in Act, if their ability to prevent users from committing crimes is 
limited. It was therefore necessary to differentiate between the different types of providers 

•	 Without clear regulation, uncertainty created as to whether there is an obligation to monitor activities and, whether providers 
could be prosecuted based on a violation of the obligation to monitor users’ activities

•	 Apart from possible conflicts with data protection regulations and secrecy of telecommunication, such obligation would 
especially cause difficulties for hosting providers that store significant number of websites. To avoid these conflicts S. 36 
excludes general obligation to monitor transmitted or stored information. 

•	 Limits liability of providers to criminal liability.

Part VII •	 General Provisions – administration of Act - includes issuance of Regulations eg interception of computer data (security, 
functional and technical requirements for interception, etc), critical information infrastructure (identification, securing  integrity 
and authenticity of, registration and other procedures  relating to critical information infrastructure, etc)

Cybercrime and Cybercrime Bill, Lesotho
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Cybercrime and Cybercrime Bill, Lesotho

Part VIII Consequential Amendments and Savings

•	 of legislation needing to be amended for purposes of bringing it in line with draft Bill ie

•	 Communications Act, No. 4 of 2012 

•	 Amendment of Section 44 – removal of provisions on, harassment, interfering with computer data / computer system, 
interception, 

Part IX Penal Code No. 30 of 2012     

•	 Amendment of Section 62 - removal of provisions on interfering with computer / storage device/ computer data, and data 
espionage

Offences

1. Illegal Access 

2. Illegal Remaining 

3. Illegal Interception 

4. Illegal Data Interference 

5. Data Espionage 

6. Illegal System Interference 

7. Illegal Devices 

8. Computer-related Forgery 

9. Computer-related Fraud

10. Child Pornography

11. Pornography 

12. Identity-related crimes 

13. Racist and Xenophobic Material 

14. Racist and Xenophobic Motivated Insult 

15. Genocide and Crimes Again Humanity 

16. SPAM 

17. Disclosure of details of an investigation 

18. Failure to permit assistance 

19. Harassment utilizing means of electronic 
communication

20. Violation of Intellectual property rights

21. Attempt, abetment and Conspiracy

Part III •	 Jurisdiction

•	 Extradition

Part IV ELECTRONIC EVIDENCE 

Admissibility of Electronic Evidence

Part V Procedural Law 
•	 Search and Seizure 

•	 Assistance 

•	 Production Order 

•	 Expedited preservation 

•	 Partial Disclosure of traffic data 

•	 Collection of traffic data 

•	 Interception of content data 

•	 Forensic Tool

Part VI Liability 
•	 No Monitoring Obligation 

•	 Access Provider 

•	 Hosting Provider 

•	 Caching Provider 

•	 Hyperlinks Provider 

•	 Search Engine Provider

Part VII General Provisions
•	 Limitation of Liability 

•	 Forfeiture of Assets

•	 General Provision on Cybercrimes

•	 Regulations

•	 Offence by body corporate or un-incorporate

•	 Prosecutions

•	 Compounding of Offences

Part VIII Consequential AMENDMENTS AND SAVINGS
•	 Communications Act, 2012            

•	 Construction

•	 Amendment of Section 44 (harassment, interfering with computer data / computer system, interception)

Part IX Penal Code Act 2012                         
•	 Construction

•	 Amendment of Section 62 (interfering with computer/ storage device/computer data, data espionage).
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Data Privacy and Bills - Africa

Data Privacy Law Enacted

Draft Bills

Source: Graham Greenlead
Global Tables of Data Privacy Laws and Bills (6th Ed January 2019)
https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=3381593
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kindly highlight some of the top cyber secUrity issUes of 2017 And 
how these issUes impActed yoU personAlly, yoUr orgAnisAtion or 
coUntry?

zz ransomware
zz fake news is a major problem in lesotho. Both government and content 

owners (freedom of expression, freedom comes with responsibility 
(compliance)

zz platforms like google and facebook have some mechanisms in place to 
remove content that is classified as harmful, offensive or fake.

mAny governments in AfricA Are investing in e-services 
(e-government, e-voting, e-tAx systems And mAny other portAls. do 
yoU think the AfricAn citizenry is reAdy to consUme And Utilize these 
systems withoUt the worry of privAcy, secUrity And frAUd?

African citizenry is ready to adopt the e-services to a certain extend.

whAt Are some of the risks we fAce with the introdUction of 
government driven e-services And do yoU hAve Any exAmples of these 
cAses in yoUr coUntry?

risks associated with e-services are trust, security.

4. in 2017, we hAd severAl cAses of cyber secUrity AttAcks inclUding 

rAnsomwAre AttAcks Across the world-were yoU impActed by these 
AttAcks? 

Yes, there was a single case of ransomware:

if yes, how did yoU (compAny or coUntry) respond to these cAses?

We had to recover from backups, security awareness and investing in security 
can help limit the impact of ransom ware.

do yoU think orgAnisAtions Are spending enoUgh money on combAting 
cyber-crime? 

We believe that organisations are spending some money on cyber-crime: 
security courses be standardized.

bAsed on oUr reseArch the AfricAn cyber secUrity mArket will be 
worth Usd 2 billion by 2020. despite this opportUnity, AfricA hAs 
not prodUced A single commerciAlly viAble cyber secUrity prodUct/
solUtion. in yoUr opinion, whAt shoUld AfricAn coUntries/Universities 
focUs on to encoUrAge innovAtion in the development of cyber 
secUrity solUtions?

African Universities should focus on promotion of cybersecurity research; 
private sector can sponsor cybersecurity research.

lAnd AdministrAtion AUthority

indUstry plAyer perspective
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top trends And priorities  
for 2019
Looking into the crystal ball one thing is certain – cyber risk has become 
a board room issue. The responsibility for your organisation’s cyber 
risk posture has escalated to senior executive and board members; 
understanding your position has never been more important and 
awareness of external factors more necessary.

The Serianu Cyber Intelligence team 
has seen a number of trends develop 
which may impact your organisation’s 
operation and exposure to cyber risk 
in 2019 as summarized below:

growth in lethAl And tArgeted 
mAlwAre

Malware attacks will continue to 
grow, particularly locally developed 
or re-engineered malware samples. In 
2018, we identified over ten unique 
samples of locally developed or re-
engineered malwares. We expect this 
trend to increase in 2019. Attackers 
will continue to evolve the malware 
samples in order to by-pass the 
traditional firewalls.

AttAck-replicAtion 

Attackers will continue to utilize the 
same techniques and indicators of 
compromise to compromise multiple 
organisations. Information sharing and 
professional networking are therefore 
a critical measure in 2019 to limit the 
extent of damage.

increAsed Use of oUtsoUrced/
mAnAged secUrity services

Increased cyber-attacks across 
organisations and limited staff skills 
will lead to an increase in the adoption 
rate of managed security services 
solutions. We anticipate that banking 
sector and Saccos will leverage on 
Managed Security Providers expertise 
to manage and secure their enterprise 
security.

Use of third pArties to exploit tArget 
orgAnisAtions

Vendor vulnerabilities have led to 
devastating breaches in the past 
few years. Ranging from mobile 
application developers, core banking 
vendors or general supplies vendors. 
The most used attack vector is 
compromising vendor access to either 
system of premises. Rogue vendors can 
also collide with malicious attackers to 
compromise an internal system since 
they possess a good understanding of 
the processes involved.

Top Trends & Priorities for 2019

the BOArD Is NOW, mOre 
thAN ever, fOcUseD 
ON UNDerstANDINg the 
OrgANIsAtION’s cYBer secUrItY 
expOsUre IN QUANtIfIABle 
metrIcs.
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continUed engAgement from boArd 
And shAreholders

Now more than ever, these 
stakeholders are focused intensely on 
the importance of effective corporate 
oversight and are increasing scrutiny 
of oversight roles and responsibilities, 
including the accountability of these 
mechanisms for defending their 
interests. Such stakeholder scrutiny 
has prompted those with corporate 
oversight responsibility to critically 
review their own oversight roles and 
operations and has led to increased 
consideration of how to effectively 
measure the performance of controls 
within the organisation. 

growth in cyber insUrAnce 
offerings

The global cyber insurance market 
is expected to expand globally and 
projected to grow to $5bn in annual 
premiums by 2018 and at least 
$7.5bn by 2020. AoN, one of the 
top insurance companies in Africa, 
launched Cyber Enterprise Solutions 
to help businesses thwart cyber-
attack incidences that are potentially 
catastrophic in terms of data loss and 
corporate espionage. We anticipate 
that more players will join the market 
and more organisations will seek out 
Cyber Insurance Offerings.

As we embark on strengthening our 
Cyber resilience, it is critical that we 
identify what’s priority. Below are key 
questions you need to answer going 
forward.

•	 What is my inherent risk profile? 
Do I know all my risks, threats 
and vulnerabilities? 

•	 What controls have I 
implemented and are they 
adequate?

•	 What level of visibility do I 
have into the effectiveness and 
efficiency of the cyber risk 
controls?

•	 What is my organisations cyber 
security exposure? Should I 
purchase cyber insurance?

Cyber criminals are spending more 
time understanding the inner workings 
of their target organisations. Some 
of them are investing heavily in 
understanding the technologies and 
processes these organisations have 
deployed. It is no longer a question of 
when but of how and what? 2019 is 
the year of Cyber Risk Visibility, you 
need to take the first steps to improve 
your cyber risk resilience; measure 
your cyber visibility, benchmark your 
position against your peers start the 
journey of continuous improvement.

top priorities for 2019 

breAch And AttAck simUlAtion: 
rUN sImUlAteD AttAcKs tO meAsUre 
the effectIveNess Of A cOmpANY’s 
preveNtION, DetectION AND mItIgAtION 
cApABIlItIes.

risk qUAntificAtion: prOvIDINg 
meAsUreABle metrIcs ON cYBersecUrItY 
pOstUre AND expOsUre vAlUes fOr the 
OrgANIsAtION.

boArd engAgement: prOActIve 
mONItOrINg AND trAcKINg Of 
cYBersecUrItY metrIcs.

cybersecUrity AwAreness: AcQUIre 
sKIlls fOr ANtIcIpAtINg, DetectINg AND 
cONtAININg cYBer threAts.

3rd pArty mAnAgement: mONItOrINg 
AND trAcKINg thIrD-pArtY Access ON the 
NetWOrK.

secUrity ArchitectUre: effectIve 
DesIgN AND cONfIgUrAtION Of NetWOrK 
sYstems fOr OptImAl secUrItY.

threAt shAring: Keep ABreAst Of 
cYBersecUrItY threAts, AttAcKs AND 
vUlNerABIlItIes WIthIN AfrIcA.

endpoint secUrity: secUrINg 
eND-User pcs frOm mAlWAre, DAtA 
exfIltrAtION AND vUlNerABIlItIes.

privileged User mAnAgement: 
mONItOrINg AND trAcKINg prIvIlege 
Users/AccOUNts fOr mAlIcIOUs 
ActIvItIes.

policy implementAtion: eNfOrcINg 
specIfIc ActIONs DOcUmeNteD WIthIN 
cOmpANY pOlIcY.

Top Trends & Priorities for 2019
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nAbihAh rishAd

senior risk consultant, serianu limited

today, organisations are taking a keen interest 
in the impact of risky internet connectivity for 
their businesses, employees and customers. this 
is referred to collectively as cyber security- a 
structured way of using computer software and 
systems designed to monitor, detect and prevent 
unauthorized access to computerized information. 
In most cases this kind of access has turned out to 
be mischievous.

Yet, while we can safely say that the rise is 
commendable, it is still far too slow to make 
a real impact. since most sensible companies 
have a business continuity plan as part of risk 
management, it is emerging that several are yet 
to stress-test their plans against emerging and 
evolving cyber security threats.

the Board of Directors is in a position to push for 
this actively, but unfortunately there is a severe low 
appreciation of the need to include cyber security 
risk as a key success factor for regular discussion. 
As a result, many business leaders, including chief 
executive Officers and chief Information Officers, 
are unable to ramp up cyber security risk to the 
Directors, citing their low appreciation of the 
gravity of exposure to internet connectivity without 
a safety methodology that keeps criminals at bay.

even though these issues may initially seem like 
those that the management can deal with, there 
is a well-developed school of thought that cyber 
security is no longer just that within the purvey 
of top management. the Board of Directors must 
be consciously aware of the organisation’s cyber 
risk profile at any given time. Directors need to 
possess a strong understanding about investment 
in systems, personnel and continuous knowledge 
about cyber security.

there is mounting evidence that cyber security is 
now more of a strategic issue for the organisation. 
the degree of losses from cyber fraud and the 
scale of attacks are rising with every passing 
year. Indeed, available data shows that African 
organisations lost nearly UsD 210 million in 2017 
alone to cyber criminals.

granted, many of the Board matters are driven 
by regulators: from finance to insurance, human 
resources and even corporate governance. so where 
does cyber security come in? 

It actually does on two fronts. the first is internal, 
the second external. Internal means that each 
Board has to finally find a way to measure and 
present cyber security risk exposure and its 
possible impact on the organisation. cyber security 
is a strategic matter for the board because in 
addition to financial losses, it is the source of major 
reputational risk.

fortunately, there is already a growing wave of 
emerging regulation regarding cyber risk policies 
due to piling insurance claims lodged as a result of 
cyber security losses.

With a firm grasp of cyber security issues and the 
risk profiling of their respective organisations, 
directors are then able to focus on the impact- be 
it legal, regulatory or financial consequences - of 
cybercrime.

Is cyber security a complicated subject for 
directors? probably so. But courses can easily be 
tailor – made with content simplified for their ease 
of understanding as they usually come from diverse 
back grounds. Other It industry players have said 
that the issue is a lack of a methodology that 

gives directors a mechanism for evaluating and 
assigning a value to the cyber security risks. this 
was, the directors can possess a visibility on the 
effectiveness of various controls implemented to 
address cybersecurity within their organisation.

the reality is that globally, board directors are 
increasingly required to include cyber security as 
a critical component of their overall role as a risk 
oversight body chaperoning the management. since 
the Board of Directors typically owns the vision 
of the organisation, it therefore follows that each 
member should have a depth of understanding and 
appreciation about cyber security.

It is the responsibility of the board to make sure 
that compliance requirements are met. Boards 
must proactively manage cybersecurity and drive 
the organisation’s attention to and readiness for 
cybersecurity risks. In order to understand and 
appreciate the state of their organisation’s risk 
profile, they must implement a policy that guides 
the frequency of evaluation, the shape and form of 
its valuation and adopt a reporting style that is in 
line with global best practice.

fortunately, lesotho is seen as a pace setter on 
matters information technology; and cyber security 
is right up there. We look forward to more directors 
taking up the mantle of and using modern global 
best practice to show the way for their colleagues 
to follow. In any case, lesotho is ready to embrace 
this concept and the best way to do it is to have 
the board and senior management include this 
methodology when developing the Ict strategy.

indUstry plAyer perspective

Industry Player Perspective
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frAUd exposUres
FRAUD EXPOSURES

Mobile Fraud Sim swaps, account takeovers, 

Email Fraud Spoofing, phishing, bogus offers and business email compromise.

Transfer Fraud Unauthorized transfer of funds from one account to another in the same or different financial 
institution. 

Online Fraud Makes use of the Internet and could involve hiding of information or providing incorrect 
information for the purpose tricking victims out of money, property, and inheritance

IP THEFT EXPOSURES

Data Breach Malicious access, copying, transmission, viewing of sensitive, protected or confidential data.

Unauthorized Disclosures Compromise of classified information by communication or physical transfer to an unauthorized 
recipient. 

Cyber-forgery (counterfeit) Unauthorized input, alteration or deletion of computer data resulting to inauthentic data.

Brand Theft (Domain) Changing the registration of a domain name without the permission of its original registrant, or 
by abuse of privileges on domain hosting and registrar software systems. 

SABOTAGE EXPOSURES

Data Hijacking Uses malicious software aka ransomware that prevents users from accessing their system or 
personal files and demands ransom payment in order to regain access. 

System Tampering Intentional modification of a system/technology in a way that would make them harmful to the 
system user.

Data Tampering Deliberately modifying (destroying, manipulating or editing) data through unauthorized 
channels. Focus is on data at rest.

Cryptojacking Unauthorized use of a computer or connected home device by cybercriminals to mine for 
cryptocurrency.

DDOS A large-scale DoS attack where the perpetrator uses more than one unique IP address, often 
thousands of them

Fraud Exposures
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“As lONg As cOmpANIes refUse 
tO ADmIt thAt frAUD exIsts, the 
frAUD WIll cONtINUe...

Fraud Exposures
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cyber visibility And exposUre 
qUAntificAtion (cveq™) 
frAmework
The Serianu Cyber-Risk Visibility and Exposure Quantification 
(CVEQ™) Framework is an innovative risk quantification approach that 
enables organisations to measure and quantify their cyber security risk.

The Framework concepts are based on 
the globally accepted Credit Scoring 
Methodology - where a statistical 
analysis is performed by lenders and 
financial institutions to access an 
entity’s credit risk based on four key 
elements: Risk, Controls, Visibility and 
Exposure.

The Cyber Visibility Statements are 
an effective way to continuously 
measure your cyber security posture 
across a range of key security 
performance indicators. Measuring 
control effectiveness is a key element 
in any cyber security risk management 
process.

The statements include:

•	 Inherent Risk Statement
•	 Maturity Statement
•	 Visibility Statement
•	 Deficiency Statement
•	 Incident Monitoring Statement
•	 Exposure Statement

Cyber Visibility and Exposure Quantification (CVEQ™) Framework

DID YOU KNOW?

cBK gUIDANce NOte ON 
cYBersecUrItY reQUIres 
OrgANIsAtIONs tO DefINe cleAr 
metrIcs fOr meAsUrINg AND 
mONItOrINg the perfOrmANce 
AND effectIveNess  Of cYBer-
secUrItY prOgrAm.

08

Cyber Visibility and Exposure Quantification (CVEQ™) Framework

INHERENT RISK PROFILES

1. Least The institution has very limited use of 
technology.

2. Minimal The institution has limited complexity in terms 
of the technology it uses.

3. Moderate The institution generally uses technology that 
may be somewhat complex in terms of volume 
and sophistication.

4. Significant The institution  generally uses complex 
technology in terms of scope and sophistication.

5. Most The institution uses extremely complex 
technologies to deliver myriad products and 
services. 

The Inherent Risk Statement shows the 
exposure to risk that an organisation’s 
activities, services, and products individually 
and collectively pose to the institution. The 
categories include technologies and connection 
types, delivery channels, online/mobile 
products and technology services, organisation 
characteristics, and external threats.

The Inherent Risk Posture is determined by 
the number of applicable statements in each 
risk level for all activities. For example, when a 
majority of controls falls within the Moderate 
Risk Level, the institution has a Moderate 
Inherent Risk Profile.

Inherent Risk Score:   1.78
Inherent Risk Posture:   
The organisation has Minimal Inherent Risk.

CVEQ™ INHERENT RISK STATEMENT
Report on your organisation’s cybersecurity posture.

Wakanda Financial Services Ltd As at 31st January 2019

INHERENT RISK METRICS 

Technology Processes People

Inherent Risk Score 1.67 1.33 2.33

Factor Specific Risks

Connections 1 Mergers & Acquisitions 1 Staffing 3

Third Parties 1 Change Management 2 Training 2

Applications 2 Policies and Procedures 1 Culture 2

Asset Inventory 3

Channels 1

External Threats 2

Statement Notes

The organisation currently uses 
Telnet which is an unsecure 
connection. Guest and 
corporate wireless networks 
haven’t been segregated within 
the organisation.

The organisation is in 
discussions with 1 party for a 
possible merger. There is high 
level turnover in the number of 
network administrators. 

The organisation has no defined 
information security personnel.

There is minimal management 
involvement in cybersecurity 
cultural awareness.

Legend   Least          Minimal             Moderate            Significant            Most 

Weighting      1                    2                           3                            4                      5

Cyber Visibility and Exposure Quantification (CVEQ™) Framework

PROGRAM MATURITY LEVELS

1. Ignorant The organisation is falling well short of baseline security 
practices and thus neglecting its responsibility to properly 
protect its IT assets.

2. Informed The organisation has generally implemented some security 
best practices and thus making progress in providing 
sufficient protection for its IT assets.

3. Engaged The organisation has a well developed security program and 
is well positioned to further improve its effectiveness.

4. Intelligent The organisation has a superior security program and is 
extremely well positioned to defend its IT assets against 
advanced threats.

5. Excellent The organisation has a comprehensive IT security program 
that has been incorporated as part of their culture.

The Cyber Program Maturity 
Statement indicates how an institution’s 
behaviors, practices and processes 
support cybersecurity preparedness 
within the following four domains: 
risk management, vulnerability 
management, incident management  
and threat management.

The maturity assessment is determined 
under each of the domains and getting 
a weighted score based on the controls 
assessed which is then used to get an 
overall maturity score. This is  
calculated as follows:

Weighted Score = Sum (Weight of 
Control * No. of Control)

Maturity Posture: 
The organisation is cyber Informed.

CVEQ™ MATURITY STATEMENT
Report on your organisation’s cybersecurity posture.

MATURITY METRICS
 

Cyber Risk 
Management

Cyber Vulnerability 
Management

Cyber Incident 
Management

Cyber Threat 
Management

Maturity 
Score

1.5 1 1.3 1.5

Domain Specific Maturity Levels

Governance & 
Strategy 1 Vulnerability 

Management
1 Event Detection 2 Risk Remediation 2

People & Culture 2 Patch Management 1 Response and Mitigation 1 Information Sharing 1

Infrastructure 2 External Dependency 
Monitoring

1 Threat Intelligence 1 Metrics and 
Reporting

2

Access and Data 1 Continuous 
Improvement

1

Third Party 2
Continuity Planning 1

Statement Notes

The organisation has 
not yet developed an 
information security 
strategy. The Business 
Continuity plan was 
updated two years ago.

The organisation has 
deployed an antivirus and 
antimalware tool however, 
it lacks a formal log 
management and review 
process.

Real-time network monitoring 
and detection has not yet 
been implemented within 
the organisation. Incident 
handling procedures have been 
documented but they have not 
yet been implemented. 

Formal processes are 
not in place to resolve 
weaknesses identified 
during penetration 
testing. Cybersecurity 
improvements are 
discussed at high level by 
management. 

     Legend    Not Implemented    Ad-hoc    Defined    Measurable    Optimized 

Weighting                    1                        2               3                   4                     5

Wakanda Financial Services Ltd As at 31st March 2019

Maturity Score: 1.33

Cyber Visibility and Exposure Quantification (CVEQ™) Framework

VISIBILITY LEVELS

Low Visibility The organisation has between 0 - 25% visibility on 
the cybersecurity risk exposure.

Minimal Visibility The organisation has between 26% - 50% visibility 
on the cybersecurity risk exposure..

Moderate Visibility The organisation has between 51% - 75% visibility 
on the cybersecurity risk exposure.

High Visibility The organisation has more than 75% visibility on 
the cybersecurity risk exposure.

The Cyber Visibility Statement 
indicates the effectiveness and efficiency 
of implemented automated technical 
and process cyber security controls.  
It identifies how these controls 
are performing in the operational 
environment. These controls are based 
on 20 CIS controls broken down into 
four categories assets, users, incidents 
and continuity controls.

VISIBILITY METRICS 
 

Asset Controls User Controls Incident Controls Continuity Controls

Visibility Score 30% 46% 31.67% 45%

Control Specific Visibility

Asset Inventory 20% User Access 
Management 36% Incident Response 35% Performance and 

Availability
30%

Configuration 
Controls 35% Privileged Access 

Management 52% Fraudulent 
Transactions 20% Operational 

Considerations
45%

Vulnerability 
Management 40% Training & 

Awareness 50% Monitoring and 
Analysis 40% Disaster Recovery 60%

Malware 25%

Statement Notes

The organisation utilizes 
an active discovery 
tool to identify devices 
connected to the 
network. Processes 
for  removal and 
quarantining of assets 
from the network 
have not yet been well 
documented.

The organisation 
maintains an inventory 
of all accounts organized 
by authentication system. 
A dormant account 
management process has 
not been established.

An incident response 
procedure has been 
documented however a 
crisis management team 
has not been developed 
within the organisation.

Breach scenarios 
incorporating new 
channels have not yet 
been defined within the 
organisation.

Legend Low Visibility         Minimal Visibility         Moderate Visibility         High Visibility

Weighting      0 - 25%                      26% - 50%                    51% - 75%                  Above 75%

CVEQ™ VISIBILITY STATEMENT
Cyber Security Balance Sheet

Report on your organisation’s cybersecurity posture.

Visibility Score:
Maturity Posture: 
The organisation has Minimal Visibility.38%

Wakanda Financial Services Ltd As at 31st March 2019

Cyber Visibility and Exposure Quantification (CVEQ™) Framework

DEFICIENCY COUNT

Component No of 
Incidents

Description

Design 15 A deficiency in design exists when (i) a cyber security 
control that is necessary to meet a certain objective 
is missing or (ii) an existing control is not properly 
designed.

Operating 10 A deficiency in operation exists when a properly 
designed control does not operate as designed, or when 
the person performing the control does not possess 
the necessary authority or competence to perform the 
control effectively.

Significant 5 This represents a risk that if not mitigated, can result in 
an impact equivalent to 5% - 10% loss of revenues.

Material 4 This represents a risk that if not mitigated, can result in 
an impact equivalent to 25% of the total revenue.

The Deficiency Statement 
identifies deficiencies 
(weaknesses or errors) in the 
design or operation of cyber 
security controls. 

A deficiency in cyber 
security control exists when 
the design or operation of 
a control does not allow 
management or employees, 
in the normal course of 
performing their assigned 
functions, to prevent or 
detect cyber breaches in a 
timely basis.

DEFICIENCY METRICS 
 

Asset Controls User Controls Incident Controls Continuity Controls

Deficiency Count

Design 4 3 3 5

Operating 2 3 3 2

Significant 1 1 2 1

Material 1 2 1 0

Statement Notes

The organisation 
has not deployed 
a Network Access 
Control solution 
however it has 
implemented DHCP 
logging. 

The organisation maintains 
an inventory of all accounts 
organized by authentication 
system. 

However,  an automated 
process for revoking system 
access by disabling accounts 
immediately upon termination 
or change of responsibilities of 
an employee or contractor has 
currently not been developed.

The organisation has 
developed an incident 
response plan which is 
updated annually. 

Dedicated personnel for 
incident monitoring have 
not been identified. 

The organisation has 
not adequately defined 
an automated back up 
procedure. 

Testing of backup is 
done biannually however 
the results are not 
documented.

CVEQ™ DEFICIENCY STATEMENT
Cyber Security Balance Sheet

Report on your organisation’s cybersecurity posture.

Wakanda Financial Services Ltd As at 31st March 2019

Cyber Visibility and Exposure Quantification (CVEQ™) Framework

CYBER SECURITY INCIDENT TRENDING LEVELS

Current 
Month

Last 
Month

Description

Critical 33 45 This represents an incident that needs to 
be remediated within 0 - 3 months

High 36 36 This represents an incident that needs to 
be remediated within 3 - 6 months

Medium 42 48 This represents an incident that needs to 
be remediated within 6- 12 months

Low 40 44 This represents an incident that needs to 
be remediated within 18 months

The Incident Trending Report 
provides a summary of cyber 
security incidents generated and 
reported by the security operations 
centre or other monitoring services. 
A cyber security incident is a 
warning that there may be a threat to 
information or computer security. 

The warning could also be that a 
threat has already occurred. Threats 
or violations are broken down 
into the different areas including 
malware, user access, configurations, 
privilege access etc.

CVEQ™ INCIDENT TRENDING STATEMENT
Cyber Security Cash Flow Statement

Report on your organisation’s cybersecurity posture.

STATUS DASHBOARD Critical High Medium Low

Asset Management

Asset Inventory 2 2 3 4

Configuration Controls 3 4 4 5

Vulnerability Management 1 3 3 3

Malware 3 1 5 5

User Management

User Access Management 2 3 3 2

Privileged Access Management 3 4 5 3

Training & Awareness 2 3 3 1

Incident Management

Incident Response 3 2 2 3

Fraudulent Transactions 4 4 5 3

Monitoring and Analysis 1 1 2 4

Continuity Management

Performance and Availability 3 5 2 4

Operational Considerations 4 3 3 2

Disaster Recovery 2 1 2 1

Wakanda Financial Services Ltd For the period ended 31st March 2019

Cyber Visibility and Exposure Quantification (CVEQ™) Framework

Control Q1 Q2 Q3

Control 1 
Malware Controls
 
The organisation should implement processes 
and tools used to detect/prevent/correct 
installation and execution of malicious software 
on all devices.

How many instances of malicious code have 
been detected within a specific period of time 
by anti-malware systems?

2 3 1

How many instances of malicious code that 
were detected within a specific period of 
time were automatically remediated by the 
organisation's anti-malware systems?

4 2 1

Control 2 
Privileged Accounts
 
The organisation should implement processes 
and tools used to track/control/prevent/correct 
secure access to information according to the 
formal determination of which persons, devices, 
computers, and applications have a need and 
right to access information based on an approved 
classification.

How many invalid attempts to access user 
accounts have been detected within a specific 
period of time?

3 4 2

How many accounts have been locked out 
within a specific period of time?

3 2 1

How many unauthorized elevated operating 
system accounts (local administrator/root) 
are currently configured on the organisation's 
systems (by asset class type)?

5 3 2

Control 3
Vulnerability Management
 
The organisation should implement processes 
and tools used to detect/prevent/correct 
security vulnerabilities in the configurations of 
devices that are listed and approved in the asset 
inventory database.

What is the percentage of the organisation’s 
business systems that have not recently been 
scanned by the organisation’s approved, SCAP 
compliant, vulnerability management system?

40% 50% 55%

What is the average percentage SCAP 
vulnerability score of each of the 
organisation’s business systems?

30% 40% 45%

Control 4  
Fraudulent Transactions
 
The organisation should implement processes 
and tools used to detect and prevent fraudulent 
transactions in the configurations of 
transactional systems and databases.

How many instances of fraudulent 
transactions have been detected within 
a specific period of time by the fraud 
monitoring systems?

3 4 1

How many instances of fraudulent 
transactions that were detected within a 
specific period of time were successfully 
investigated and resolved?

4 3 2

Control 5  
Performance and Availability
 
The organisation should implement processes 
and tools used to detect, correct and prevent 
performance and availability degradation in their 
network environment.

What is the percentage of the organization’s 
business and network systems that exceeded 
expected performance threshold (CPU, 
Memory and Storage)?

40% 50% 55%

How many instances of system/ network were 
detected within a specific period of time were 
detected by the monitoring team?

40% 45% 55%

CVEQ™ INCIDENT TRENDING REPORT
Cyber Security Cash Flow Statement

Report on your organisation’s cybersecurity posture.

Wakanda Financial Services Ltd For the period ended 31st March 2019

Cyber Visibility and Exposure Quantification (CVEQ™) Framework

CYBER SECURITY EXPOSURE LEVELS

Low Exposure The organisation has 0 - 25% cybersecurity risk 
exposure.

Moderate Exposure The organisation has 25% - 50% cybersecurity risk 
exposure.

High Exposure The organisation has between 50% - 75% 
cybersecurity risk exposure.

Extreme Exposure The organisation has more than 75% cybersecurity 
risk exposure.

The Breach Specific Exposure 
Statement helps identify cyber risk 
exposure through analysis of an 
organisation’s controls, industry data 
breach history and compromised 
dataset and more. The score is derived 
using our proprietary algorithm 
which utilizes an empirical model to 
determine the true representation of 
an organisation’s cyber risk level for 
different breach scenarios including: 
sabotage, IP Theft and Fraud.

EXPOSURE METRICS 
 

Sabotage IP Theft Fraud

Exposure 
Score

33.12% 37.83% 30%

Breach Scenario Specific Exposure

DDOS 20% Data Breach 40% Email Based Fraud 50%

Ransomware 35% Copyright/Counterfeit 25% Card Fraud 20%

Botnet 45% Espionage 54% Online Fraud 35%

Misconfiguration 32% Data Tampering 60% Money Transfer Fraud 25%

Rogue Personnel 65% Online Brand Theft 24% Mobile Fraud 10%

Data Management 20% Unauthorized Disclosure 24% Payroll Fraud 10%

Business Interruption 15%

Statement Notes

The organisation has some instances 
of poorly configured devices. Two 
ransomware attacks were reported 
within the previous year

The organisation has had confidential 
information leaked through social 
media during the last month. They 
have also been a victim of domain 
theft however it was contained within 
a short duration.

The organisation offers wire 
transfer services as well as card 
services. They recently introduced 
a mobile application that enables 
their customers to perform mobile 
based transactions.

Legend    LE - Low Exposure    MoE - Moderate Exposure   HE - High Exposure   EE - Extreme Exposure

Weighting              0 - 25%                             25% - 50%                         50% - 75%                            75%+

CVEQ™ BREACH EXPOSURE STATEMENT
Report on your organisation’s cybersecurity posture.

Breach Specific Exposure Score: Breach Specific Exposure Posture: 
The organisation has a Moderate Exposure.

32%

Wakanda Financial Services Ltd For the period ended 31st March 2019
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Cyber Visibility and Exposure Quantification (CVEQ™) Framework

INHERENT RISK PROFILES

1. Least The institution has very limited use of 
technology.

2. Minimal The institution has limited complexity in terms 
of the technology it uses.

3. Moderate The institution generally uses technology that 
may be somewhat complex in terms of volume 
and sophistication.

4. Significant The institution  generally uses complex 
technology in terms of scope and sophistication.

5. Most The institution uses extremely complex 
technologies to deliver myriad products and 
services. 

The Inherent Risk Statement shows the 
exposure to risk that an organisation’s 
activities, services, and products individually 
and collectively pose to the institution. The 
categories include technologies and connection 
types, delivery channels, online/mobile 
products and technology services, organisation 
characteristics, and external threats.

The Inherent Risk Posture is determined by 
the number of applicable statements in each 
risk level for all activities. For example, when a 
majority of controls falls within the Moderate 
Risk Level, the institution has a Moderate 
Inherent Risk Profile.

Inherent Risk Score:   1.78
Inherent Risk Posture:   
The organisation has Minimal Inherent Risk.

CVEQ™ INHERENT RISK STATEMENT
Report on your organisation’s cybersecurity posture.

Wakanda Financial Services Ltd As at 31st January 2019

INHERENT RISK METRICS 

Technology Processes People

Inherent Risk Score 1.67 1.33 2.33

Factor Specific Risks

Connections 1 Mergers & Acquisitions 1 Staffing 3

Third Parties 1 Change Management 2 Training 2

Applications 2 Policies and Procedures 1 Culture 2

Asset Inventory 3

Channels 1

External Threats 2

Statement Notes

The organisation currently uses 
Telnet which is an unsecure 
connection. Guest and 
corporate wireless networks 
haven’t been segregated within 
the organisation.

The organisation is in 
discussions with 1 party for a 
possible merger. There is high 
level turnover in the number of 
network administrators. 

The organisation has no defined 
information security personnel.

There is minimal management 
involvement in cybersecurity 
cultural awareness.

Legend   Least          Minimal             Moderate            Significant            Most 

Weighting      1                    2                           3                            4                      5

Cyber Visibility and Exposure Quantification (CVEQ™) Framework

PROGRAM MATURITY LEVELS

1. Ignorant The organisation is falling well short of baseline security 
practices and thus neglecting its responsibility to properly 
protect its IT assets.

2. Informed The organisation has generally implemented some security 
best practices and thus making progress in providing 
sufficient protection for its IT assets.

3. Engaged The organisation has a well developed security program and 
is well positioned to further improve its effectiveness.

4. Intelligent The organisation has a superior security program and is 
extremely well positioned to defend its IT assets against 
advanced threats.

5. Excellent The organisation has a comprehensive IT security program 
that has been incorporated as part of their culture.

The Cyber Program Maturity 
Statement indicates how an institution’s 
behaviors, practices and processes 
support cybersecurity preparedness 
within the following four domains: 
risk management, vulnerability 
management, incident management  
and threat management.

The maturity assessment is determined 
under each of the domains and getting 
a weighted score based on the controls 
assessed which is then used to get an 
overall maturity score. This is  
calculated as follows:

Weighted Score = Sum (Weight of 
Control * No. of Control)

Maturity Posture: 
The organisation is cyber Informed.

CVEQ™ MATURITY STATEMENT
Report on your organisation’s cybersecurity posture.

MATURITY METRICS
 

Cyber Risk 
Management

Cyber Vulnerability 
Management

Cyber Incident 
Management

Cyber Threat 
Management

Maturity 
Score

1.5 1 1.3 1.5

Domain Specific Maturity Levels

Governance & 
Strategy 1 Vulnerability 

Management
1 Event Detection 2 Risk Remediation 2

People & Culture 2 Patch Management 1 Response and Mitigation 1 Information Sharing 1

Infrastructure 2 External Dependency 
Monitoring

1 Threat Intelligence 1 Metrics and 
Reporting

2

Access and Data 1 Continuous 
Improvement

1

Third Party 2
Continuity Planning 1

Statement Notes

The organisation has 
not yet developed an 
information security 
strategy. The Business 
Continuity plan was 
updated two years ago.

The organisation has 
deployed an antivirus and 
antimalware tool however, 
it lacks a formal log 
management and review 
process.

Real-time network monitoring 
and detection has not yet 
been implemented within 
the organisation. Incident 
handling procedures have been 
documented but they have not 
yet been implemented. 

Formal processes are 
not in place to resolve 
weaknesses identified 
during penetration 
testing. Cybersecurity 
improvements are 
discussed at high level by 
management. 

     Legend    Not Implemented    Ad-hoc    Defined    Measurable    Optimized 

Weighting                    1                        2               3                   4                     5

Wakanda Financial Services Ltd As at 31st March 2019

Maturity Score: 1.33

Cyber Visibility and Exposure Quantification (CVEQ™) Framework

VISIBILITY LEVELS

Low Visibility The organisation has between 0 - 25% visibility on 
the cybersecurity risk exposure.

Minimal Visibility The organisation has between 26% - 50% visibility 
on the cybersecurity risk exposure..

Moderate Visibility The organisation has between 51% - 75% visibility 
on the cybersecurity risk exposure.

High Visibility The organisation has more than 75% visibility on 
the cybersecurity risk exposure.

The Cyber Visibility Statement 
indicates the effectiveness and efficiency 
of implemented automated technical 
and process cyber security controls.  
It identifies how these controls 
are performing in the operational 
environment. These controls are based 
on 20 CIS controls broken down into 
four categories assets, users, incidents 
and continuity controls.

VISIBILITY METRICS 
 

Asset Controls User Controls Incident Controls Continuity Controls

Visibility Score 30% 46% 31.67% 45%

Control Specific Visibility

Asset Inventory 20% User Access 
Management 36% Incident Response 35% Performance and 

Availability
30%

Configuration 
Controls 35% Privileged Access 

Management 52% Fraudulent 
Transactions 20% Operational 

Considerations
45%

Vulnerability 
Management 40% Training & 

Awareness 50% Monitoring and 
Analysis 40% Disaster Recovery 60%

Malware 25%

Statement Notes

The organisation utilizes 
an active discovery 
tool to identify devices 
connected to the 
network. Processes 
for  removal and 
quarantining of assets 
from the network 
have not yet been well 
documented.

The organisation 
maintains an inventory 
of all accounts organized 
by authentication system. 
A dormant account 
management process has 
not been established.

An incident response 
procedure has been 
documented however a 
crisis management team 
has not been developed 
within the organisation.

Breach scenarios 
incorporating new 
channels have not yet 
been defined within the 
organisation.

Legend Low Visibility         Minimal Visibility         Moderate Visibility         High Visibility

Weighting      0 - 25%                      26% - 50%                    51% - 75%                  Above 75%

CVEQ™ VISIBILITY STATEMENT
Cyber Security Balance Sheet

Report on your organisation’s cybersecurity posture.

Visibility Score:
Maturity Posture: 
The organisation has Minimal Visibility.38%

Wakanda Financial Services Ltd As at 31st March 2019

Cyber Visibility and Exposure Quantification (CVEQ™) Framework

DEFICIENCY COUNT

Component No of 
Incidents

Description

Design 15 A deficiency in design exists when (i) a cyber security 
control that is necessary to meet a certain objective 
is missing or (ii) an existing control is not properly 
designed.

Operating 10 A deficiency in operation exists when a properly 
designed control does not operate as designed, or when 
the person performing the control does not possess 
the necessary authority or competence to perform the 
control effectively.

Significant 5 This represents a risk that if not mitigated, can result in 
an impact equivalent to 5% - 10% loss of revenues.

Material 4 This represents a risk that if not mitigated, can result in 
an impact equivalent to 25% of the total revenue.

The Deficiency Statement 
identifies deficiencies 
(weaknesses or errors) in the 
design or operation of cyber 
security controls. 

A deficiency in cyber 
security control exists when 
the design or operation of 
a control does not allow 
management or employees, 
in the normal course of 
performing their assigned 
functions, to prevent or 
detect cyber breaches in a 
timely basis.

DEFICIENCY METRICS 
 

Asset Controls User Controls Incident Controls Continuity Controls

Deficiency Count

Design 4 3 3 5

Operating 2 3 3 2

Significant 1 1 2 1

Material 1 2 1 0

Statement Notes

The organisation 
has not deployed 
a Network Access 
Control solution 
however it has 
implemented DHCP 
logging. 

The organisation maintains 
an inventory of all accounts 
organized by authentication 
system. 

However,  an automated 
process for revoking system 
access by disabling accounts 
immediately upon termination 
or change of responsibilities of 
an employee or contractor has 
currently not been developed.

The organisation has 
developed an incident 
response plan which is 
updated annually. 

Dedicated personnel for 
incident monitoring have 
not been identified. 

The organisation has 
not adequately defined 
an automated back up 
procedure. 

Testing of backup is 
done biannually however 
the results are not 
documented.

CVEQ™ DEFICIENCY STATEMENT
Cyber Security Balance Sheet

Report on your organisation’s cybersecurity posture.

Wakanda Financial Services Ltd As at 31st March 2019

Cyber Visibility and Exposure Quantification (CVEQ™) Framework

CYBER SECURITY INCIDENT TRENDING LEVELS

Current 
Month

Last 
Month

Description

Critical 33 45 This represents an incident that needs to 
be remediated within 0 - 3 months

High 36 36 This represents an incident that needs to 
be remediated within 3 - 6 months

Medium 42 48 This represents an incident that needs to 
be remediated within 6- 12 months

Low 40 44 This represents an incident that needs to 
be remediated within 18 months

The Incident Trending Report 
provides a summary of cyber 
security incidents generated and 
reported by the security operations 
centre or other monitoring services. 
A cyber security incident is a 
warning that there may be a threat to 
information or computer security. 

The warning could also be that a 
threat has already occurred. Threats 
or violations are broken down 
into the different areas including 
malware, user access, configurations, 
privilege access etc.

CVEQ™ INCIDENT TRENDING STATEMENT
Cyber Security Cash Flow Statement

Report on your organisation’s cybersecurity posture.

STATUS DASHBOARD Critical High Medium Low

Asset Management

Asset Inventory 2 2 3 4

Configuration Controls 3 4 4 5

Vulnerability Management 1 3 3 3

Malware 3 1 5 5

User Management

User Access Management 2 3 3 2

Privileged Access Management 3 4 5 3

Training & Awareness 2 3 3 1

Incident Management

Incident Response 3 2 2 3

Fraudulent Transactions 4 4 5 3

Monitoring and Analysis 1 1 2 4

Continuity Management

Performance and Availability 3 5 2 4

Operational Considerations 4 3 3 2

Disaster Recovery 2 1 2 1

Wakanda Financial Services Ltd For the period ended 31st March 2019

Cyber Visibility and Exposure Quantification (CVEQ™) Framework

Control Q1 Q2 Q3

Control 1 
Malware Controls
 
The organisation should implement processes 
and tools used to detect/prevent/correct 
installation and execution of malicious software 
on all devices.

How many instances of malicious code have 
been detected within a specific period of time 
by anti-malware systems?

2 3 1

How many instances of malicious code that 
were detected within a specific period of 
time were automatically remediated by the 
organisation's anti-malware systems?

4 2 1

Control 2 
Privileged Accounts
 
The organisation should implement processes 
and tools used to track/control/prevent/correct 
secure access to information according to the 
formal determination of which persons, devices, 
computers, and applications have a need and 
right to access information based on an approved 
classification.

How many invalid attempts to access user 
accounts have been detected within a specific 
period of time?

3 4 2

How many accounts have been locked out 
within a specific period of time?

3 2 1

How many unauthorized elevated operating 
system accounts (local administrator/root) 
are currently configured on the organisation's 
systems (by asset class type)?

5 3 2

Control 3
Vulnerability Management
 
The organisation should implement processes 
and tools used to detect/prevent/correct 
security vulnerabilities in the configurations of 
devices that are listed and approved in the asset 
inventory database.

What is the percentage of the organisation’s 
business systems that have not recently been 
scanned by the organisation’s approved, SCAP 
compliant, vulnerability management system?

40% 50% 55%

What is the average percentage SCAP 
vulnerability score of each of the 
organisation’s business systems?

30% 40% 45%

Control 4  
Fraudulent Transactions
 
The organisation should implement processes 
and tools used to detect and prevent fraudulent 
transactions in the configurations of 
transactional systems and databases.

How many instances of fraudulent 
transactions have been detected within 
a specific period of time by the fraud 
monitoring systems?

3 4 1

How many instances of fraudulent 
transactions that were detected within a 
specific period of time were successfully 
investigated and resolved?

4 3 2

Control 5  
Performance and Availability
 
The organisation should implement processes 
and tools used to detect, correct and prevent 
performance and availability degradation in their 
network environment.

What is the percentage of the organization’s 
business and network systems that exceeded 
expected performance threshold (CPU, 
Memory and Storage)?

40% 50% 55%

How many instances of system/ network were 
detected within a specific period of time were 
detected by the monitoring team?

40% 45% 55%

CVEQ™ INCIDENT TRENDING REPORT
Cyber Security Cash Flow Statement

Report on your organisation’s cybersecurity posture.

Wakanda Financial Services Ltd For the period ended 31st March 2019

Cyber Visibility and Exposure Quantification (CVEQ™) Framework

CYBER SECURITY EXPOSURE LEVELS

Low Exposure The organisation has 0 - 25% cybersecurity risk 
exposure.

Moderate Exposure The organisation has 25% - 50% cybersecurity risk 
exposure.

High Exposure The organisation has between 50% - 75% 
cybersecurity risk exposure.

Extreme Exposure The organisation has more than 75% cybersecurity 
risk exposure.

The Breach Specific Exposure 
Statement helps identify cyber risk 
exposure through analysis of an 
organisation’s controls, industry data 
breach history and compromised 
dataset and more. The score is derived 
using our proprietary algorithm 
which utilizes an empirical model to 
determine the true representation of 
an organisation’s cyber risk level for 
different breach scenarios including: 
sabotage, IP Theft and Fraud.

EXPOSURE METRICS 
 

Sabotage IP Theft Fraud

Exposure 
Score

33.12% 37.83% 30%

Breach Scenario Specific Exposure

DDOS 20% Data Breach 40% Email Based Fraud 50%

Ransomware 35% Copyright/Counterfeit 25% Card Fraud 20%

Botnet 45% Espionage 54% Online Fraud 35%

Misconfiguration 32% Data Tampering 60% Money Transfer Fraud 25%

Rogue Personnel 65% Online Brand Theft 24% Mobile Fraud 10%

Data Management 20% Unauthorized Disclosure 24% Payroll Fraud 10%

Business Interruption 15%

Statement Notes

The organisation has some instances 
of poorly configured devices. Two 
ransomware attacks were reported 
within the previous year

The organisation has had confidential 
information leaked through social 
media during the last month. They 
have also been a victim of domain 
theft however it was contained within 
a short duration.

The organisation offers wire 
transfer services as well as card 
services. They recently introduced 
a mobile application that enables 
their customers to perform mobile 
based transactions.

Legend    LE - Low Exposure    MoE - Moderate Exposure   HE - High Exposure   EE - Extreme Exposure

Weighting              0 - 25%                             25% - 50%                         50% - 75%                            75%+

CVEQ™ BREACH EXPOSURE STATEMENT
Report on your organisation’s cybersecurity posture.

Breach Specific Exposure Score: Breach Specific Exposure Posture: 
The organisation has a Moderate Exposure.

32%

Wakanda Financial Services Ltd For the period ended 31st March 2019

Cyber Visibility and Exposure Quantification (CVEQ™) Framework

vUlnerAbility Assessment And penetrAtion testing (vApt) versUs cyber-risk visibility And exposUre Assessment 

Unlike the one-time penetration tests, the cyber 
resilience assessment enables simulation of various 
complex attack scenarios on your organisation. The 
assessment’s key value is that as opposed to penetration 
testing and gap analysis services, the platform runs 
ongoing testing of your Cybersecurity resilience. 

The approach enables you to assess the full scenario of a 
targeted attack against the entire organisation, evaluating 
the organisation’s capability to identify and respond 
to an attack, with a clear measure of the organisation’s 
cyber resilience maturity.

A Summary of the CVEQ™ Framework

An organisations cyber risk exposure is assessed across 4 Dimensions (Risk, Controls, 
Visibility and Exposure), 14 Distinct Drivers and over 43 Quantifiable Levers.

Controls

Risk

Exposure

Visibility

Domain 1 Domain 2 Domain 3 Domain 4 Domain 5

Risk Management Asset Management User Management Incident 
Management Continuity Management

Governance Asset Inventory 
Management

Access 
Management

Threat 
Intelligence

Business Continuity 
Planning

Risk Management Infrastructure 
Management Data Management Monitoring Disaster Recovery  

Planning

Resources Vulnerability and 
Patch Management

Training and 
Culture

Information 
Sharing

Performance and 
Availability Management

Third Party 
Management

Network 
Connections

Incident 
Management

Asset Controls User Controls Incident 
Controls

Continuity 
Controls

Asset Inventory User Access 
Management

Incident 
Response

Performance and 
Availability

Configuration 
Controls

Privileged Access 
Management

Fraudulent 
Transactions

Operational 
Considerations

Vulnerability 
Management

Training & 
Awareness

Monitoring 
and Analysis

Disaster 
Recovery

Malware 
Defenses

Fraud IP Theft Sabotage

Email Based Fraud Data Breach DDOS

Online Fraud Counterfeit Botnet

Wire Transfer Domain Theft Ransomware

Mobile Fraud Unauthorized 
Disclosure

Misconfiguration

Technology Processes People
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